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SUMMARY



5 Topics

Verses 1 - 5

Introduction

- Enquiry into 
Jivatma / Ishvara 
Svarupa

- Necessity of 
enquiry

Verses 6 - 10

Enquiry

5 Factors required
1)  Knower – Pramata
2)  Knowing –

Instrument
Pramanam 

3)  Object of 
knowledge –
Prameyam

4)  Process of 
knowing – Vritti

5)  Witness – Sakshi = 
Paramatma –
Housed in the 
Body

Products of Maya

Verses 11 - 15 Verses 16 - 23

Verses 24 - 26

- Clarification of 
king /Orchestra / 
Dancer / Audience

- Sakshi reveals 
pramata 
Pramanam 
Prameyam & Vritti

Sakshi is unique

- Nirakara
- Avyavaharyam

Guru - Sishya

How to know I am 
Sakshi (Dialogue)
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INTRODUCTION



Introduction :

I) Vidyaranya, 12th century Author, Hampi – Karnataka, Sringeri Shankara Matta – Head, text 
of 15 Chapters.

II)

III)

Forest - Aranyam

Deep Vast

Knowledge 

- Deep
- Difficult to fathom 

- Scope is vast

Indian Philosophy

(I) Purva 
Mimamsa

- Science of 
rituals

(V) Uttara 
Mimamsa

- Vedanta

(II) 
Yoga

- Chitta Vritti 
Nirodha

(III) 
Tarqa Nyaya

- Logic 
- Many 

Atma’s

(IV) 
Veiseshika 

- Science of material 
world
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IV) Other texts by Vidyaranya :

• Vivarna Prameya Sangraha – All basic principles of Vedantic thoughts.

• Nikhila Vedanta Sara Butaha – One undifferentiated truth exists.

V) Illustration of Drama stage, used to present unattached nature of awareness.

• Awareness brings to light all the activities of the body – mind instrument for the 
indweller Jiva in this body.

• You are the centre of cosmos, around you everything exists.

Light 
of 

Atma

Body and World

Ego I 

• Light not recognised when Drama is on.. Without light, no Drama.
8



• Atma, awareness, ignored when we are identified with body, mind, sense organs, 
feelings, thoughts.

• Source of all interactions is Atman, the awareness.

• Light remains aloof, unattached, uninfluenced by any event on the stage, Kshetram.

• Atma in its natural state is Asanga, has no attached to the ego or world around us.

• Lamp illumines whole theatre without a change, without participating in the Drama.

• Sakshi illumines changelessly – theatre of life (Nirvikara - Svabava).

Sakshi not

Jnana Indriyas Karma Indriyas

Pramata Pramanam, 
Prameyam

Karta, Karana, Karma

• Sakshi is Triputi Ateeta.

• Sakshi is identical with Brahman it is beyond Desha, Kala.

• Desha, Kala, operational when Triputi is operational, reflection, appearance.
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Narayaneeyam :

• Anushtup metre used in Panchadasi, like in Bhagavad Gita.

The Supreme Reality-The Brahma Tatwa ,which is dense concentrated Bliss, 
which is of the nature of the Pure Consciousness, which is without parallel or 
comparison, and is totally free of time and space limitations, and is always 
free (of Maya) which hundreds and thousands of the Upanishadic statements 
seek to explain, and yet, is not clear. This Brahma Tatwa which is not easy to 
grasp in the beginning, but the realisation of which, is the highest purusharth 
(i.e. liberation), that (very Reality) shines right in front (in concrete form), (as 
an Image of Shri Krishna) in the Guruvaayur temple. Oh (wonderful indeed) is 
the good fortune of the people (who seek Thy Grace). [Verse 1]
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VERSE 1 TO 26



1st Section :

Introduction – Verse 1 – 5 

Verse 1 : Creation 

Before the Projection of the world the Supreme self, the secondless, all-bliss and ever 
complete, alone existed. Through His Maya He became the world, and entered into it as the 
Jiva, the individual self. [Chapter 10 - Verse 1]

1) Methodology to Teach :

• Adhyaropa – Apavada

• Superimposition followed by negation.

Without Name CardWith name Card

Person

Without it he looks at himself 
differently

Looks at person as something

12



• Status is superimposed on the person.

• Similarly is court dress, doctors dress.. Mangalsutra, Vibhuti, brings discipline in life, 
superimposition on the person.

• Temporary Adhyaropa serves a purpose, not ultimate truth.

• Grihasta, Sanyasi, Brahmachari waker, dreamer, sleeper are all statuses.

• All Adhyaropa, works wonderfully.

Adhyaropa Apavada Revealation

- Origin of world is Atma
- Plurality, duality
- Self enters creation as 

Jiva in the body 
(Reflected Consciousness)

- Supreme self Atma alone 
existed before creation

- Drop 3 statuses – Waker I, 
Dreamer I, Sleeper I.

- Innermost core of the 
being.

- Realise one-ness of truth.
- I am Turiyam Brahma

2) Paramatma Advayananda Poornaha :

• Lord of the Universe is nondual, secondless, all bliss, ever complete.

Brahman, Paramatma reality

Viewed on fabric of time – space 
appears as the world

13



Einstein :

• World appears in huge fabric of space – time.

Paramatma World / Body – Mind

- Karanam
- Cause
- Status of being the cause 

also Adhyaropa

- Karyam
- Effect
- Adhyaropa

• Effect keeps on changing, does not stay eternally constant.

• Effect has date of beginning and end.

• Sun disappears in 2 billion years, insects in 2 hours.

• Karya – Karana Bhava helps us to reach Brahman which is beyond Karyam – Karanam, 
the ultimate truth.

Taittriya Upanishad :

14



Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following
hymn recited: Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the
cave of the heart in the transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient
Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]

From that (Which is ) this Atman, is space born; from Akasa, air; from air, Fire; from fire, water;
from water, earth; from earth, herbs; from herbs, food; and from food, man. [2 - 1 - 2]

Param Ishvara Jiva

- Cause of Universe, all 
pervasive in the Universe.

- Param Ishvara exists in 
the core of Jiva as Atma, 
in the body.
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AwarenessEgo

2 Distinct Entities

- Knower of Body is one with 
the knower of universe.

- Sakshi, Adhishtanam on which 
error occurs 

Chandogya Upanishad :
- Chapter 6 – Sat
- Chapter 7 – Buma

Mandukya Upanishad :
- Turiyam

Taittriya Upanishad :
- Brahman

- Identifies with Body – Mind as 
self

- Individual
- Superimposition, Adhyasa

• Knower of Body – Mind complex, merges with knower of the Universe.

• World, individual, is mysterious, points to a mystery beyond itself.

• Mystery of the individual = Mystery of the Universe = One truth, one awareness

• Individual and world are appearances of one truth.

• Jnani does not negate the world but points out that it is just an appearance.
16



• We take world to be real, that is the only bondage.

• Cause of Universe = One Awareness.

Drishyam Drk

- Jagat
- Movie

- I am
- Screen

Trigunatmika Maya

Dravyam Kriya

Individual + Universe

- Tamas
- Matter

- Rajas
- Energy

Jnanam

- Sattwa
- Intelligence 

• Source of intelligence = Consciousness, awareness = Intelligence + Activity.

• Advaya = Non Dual, not one.

No Possibility of 2, 3, 4

= One without a second

17



• One elephant, cow, possible not one space, one Atma…

• Advaitam is a way of presenting the truth.

• Pramatma – cause of universe is Poornaha, complete.

• Everything in the universe, effect, product, in time, limited.

Example :

• Centre of magnet has transcends magnetism.

• 2 sides – North Pole, South Pole.

Reality beyond pairs of 
opposites 

Pleasure

Pain

Heat

Cold

Honour

Dishonour

Gain

Loss

Birth

Death

Source Effect

- Perfect
- Complete

- Imperfect
- Limited
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3) Svayam Eva Jagat Butva :

• Paramatma manifests as the world.

• Can worship any part of nature as God (Antaryami).

Briharanyaka Upanishad :

19



4) Pravishat Jeeva Rupataha :

• Lord pervades in every cell of the body.

• We fail to notice the glory of Ishvara in the body, because we take the body to be 
mine.

• Body is glorious manifestation of the universal power of Maya Shakti, not glory of ego.

Then Uddālaka, the son of Aruṇa, asked him. ‘Yājñavalkya,’ he said, ‘in Madra we lived in the house of 
Patañcala Kāpya (descendant of Kapi), studying the scriptures on sacrifices. His wife was possessed by a 
Gandharva. We asked him who he was. He said, “Kabandha, the son of Atharvan.” He said to Patañcala
Kāpya and those who studied the scriptures on sacrifices, “Kāpya, do you know that Sūtra by which this 
life, the next life, and all beings are held together?” Patañcala Kāpya said, “I do not know it, sir.” The 
Gandharva said to him and the students, “Kāpya, do you know that Internal Ruler who controls this and 
the next life and all beings from within?” Patañcala Kāpya said, “I do not know Him, sir.” The Gandharva
said to him and the students, “He who knows that Sūtra and that Internal Ruler as above indeed knows 
Brahman, knows the worlds, knows the gods, knows the Vedas, knows the beings, knows the self, and 
knows everything.” He explained it all to them. I know it. If you, Yājñavalkya, do not know that Sūtra and 
that Internal Ruler, and still take away the cows that belong only to the knowers of Brahman, your head 
shall fall off.’ ‘I know, O Gautama, that Sūtra and that Internal Ruler.’ ‘Any one can say, “I know, I know.” Tell 
us what you know.’ [3 - 7 - 1]

Glory of Blub Glory of Body

Electricity Awareness

20



Keno Upanishad :

Preceptor : It is the Ear of the Ear, the Mind of the Mind, the Tongue of the Tongue (Speech of the Speech) 
and also the Life of the Life and the Eye of the Eye. Having abandoned the sense of Self or I-ness in these 
and rising above sense-life, the wise become Immortal. [Chapter 1 verse 2]

• When universal power reflects in one organism, it bursts with glory of life.

• Ishvara entered the body, manifest in body, ready to be cognized.

Sleep Waking

- Can’t recognise faculties in the 
body

- Ego, I, Shadow I rises, appropriates 
all glory to himself.

- Ego says : Body is one, house is 
mine.

- Misconception
- Body belongs to Maya Shakti of 

Ishvara.

• Human being is a divine being.

• Teaching for “Ego I”

• Ishvara is the unity of man and nature. 21



• In Vedanta only manifestation, no creation.

22

Enters physical body as Jiva, life 
principle

Nature

Ishvara – Manifests as

MayaBrahman

2 Words

- Shakti, becoming
- Power to create and manifest
- Dynamic aspect, after 

creation, plurality.
- Has power of dissolution into 

Brahman

- One reality, one being.
- Vastu, nondual, Shiva
- Before creation

• Can’t separate Brahman from Maya Shakti.

• After creation, plurality invoked in Brahman called Maya Shakti.

• God visualized in the heart as Chinmaya, Chaitanyam, consciousness.



Chandogya Upanishad :
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Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this
subject, some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one
without a second. Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

Om. That (Brahman) is infinite, and this (universe) is infinite. The infinite proceeds from the 
infinite. (Then) taking the infinitude of the infinite (universe), it remains as the infinite 
(Brahman) alone. [5 - 1 - 1]
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Svetasvatara Upanishad :

Know then that Nature is Maya, and that the great God is the Lord of Maya. The whole world is
filled with beings who form His parts. [Chapter 4 – Verse 10]

If he knows Brahman as non-existent, he becomes himself non-existent. If he knows Brahman
as existent, then (They) the world knows him to be existent. Of the former (Anandamaya
Kosa), the self is the essence. [2 - 6 - 1]

Taittriya Upanishad :

4 Steps

Role of Ishvara

Upadana + Nimitta 
Karanam

Jiva

Trapped in Srishti

Bandaha Moksha by Vichara

Srishti Vichara
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Mundak Upanishad :

As the spider projects and withdraws (unto itself) the web, as the herbs and plants sprout out
from the earth, as hairs grow on the head and body of man, so from the Imperishable Being
comes out the universe. [I – I – 7]

Vivarta Upadana KaranamParinami Upadana Karanam

Material cause - 2 types

- Produces Karyam without 
change

- Rope – Snake
- Sand – Mirage water
- Shell – Silver
- Waker - Dream

- Produces Karyam
- Milk – Curd
- Seed – Tree 
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• Maya, Anirvachaniam, lower order of reality in Brahman

• Example : Reflection in mirror, not 2nd person, not attribute, part of person, or 
separate from person.

• Adhyastham, superimposition.

• With inexplicable Maya, Brahman becomes Vivarta Upadana Karanam of Universe.

Taittriya Upanishad :

Mixture of Parinami -
Upadana

Gold – Ornament Wood – Furniture Clay – Pot 
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• Paramatma converts himself into waking world, like waker converts himself into dream 
world.

• Maya does not have independent existence, has borrowed existence, hence Mithya.

Taittriya Upanishad :

The reality in the core of man and the reality which is in the sun are one. He who knows this,
on Leaving from this world, first attains the Atman made of food, next the Atman made of
Prana, next attains the Atman made of mind, next attains Atman made of buddhi and lastly
attains the Atman made of Bliss… Regarding this there is the following Vaidika Verse.
[2 - 8 - 12]

Pratibimba Ananda Svarupa Ananda

- Priya, Moda, Pramoda 
related to Vrittis

- Limited in time, mind

- Non-experiential Ananda
- Unlocated
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• Paramatma enters Sukshma Shariram in the form of reflected consciousness called 
Chidabhasa.

Taittriya Upanishad :

He desired, “I shall become many and be born. He performed tapas; Having performed tapas,
He created all this whatsoever (We perceive). Having created it, He entered into it. Having
entered it, He become the manifest and the unmanifest, the defined and undefined, the
housed and the houseless, knowledge and ignorance, truth and falsehood, and all this
whatsoever that exists. Therefore, it is called existence. In this sense, there is the following
Vaidika Verse! [2 - 6 - 3]

Whence all the speech turns back with the mind without reaching it (The eternal Truth, the
Brahman), He who knows the bliss of eternal truth, the Brahman, fears not at any time. This
mind is the embodied soul of the Pranamaya. Of this (Pranamaya) the Manomaya is the self.
[2 - 4 - 1]

• All living beings originate from Brahman and resolve in Brahma.
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Verse 2 :

• There is gradation in organisms when life reflects in them.

• Inferior – Superior depends on reflecting medium (Upadhi).

• Deities, human, animal.

• 4 legged animals, 2 legged human beings.

• Adhama Deha – Martyadhi – Animals.

Entering the Superior Bodies like that of Vishnu, he became the deities; and remaining in the
inferior bodies like that of men He worships the deities. [Chapter 10 - Verse 1]

Indra Human Insects

Long life span Medium life span Low life span

• World is manifestation of a perfect reality.

• Limitless self covered by Trigunatmika Maya.

• Limitations of body – mind superimposed on the self.

• All grace comes from within, Atma Krupa, not from outside.
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• Chidabhasa – not separate entity, lower version of Paramatma only.

Sukshma Shariram Karana Shariram

- Created after subtle 
Panchabuta are created

- Not uniform, has 
Taratamyam

- Avidya
- Anaadi
- Not created
- Exists always
- Within Brahman
- Has gradation of Punya –

Papam
- Always there

Samanya Karanam Visesha Karanam

- Bhagawan
- Chaitanyam
- Awareness
- No gradation

- Karma
- Has gradation
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• Once Aavarnam goes, binary format accepted.

Vikshepa ShaktiAavarna Shakti 

Maya Shakti

- Body, mind, world continues
- Reduced to a movie
- World not 2nd entity

- Destroyed, neutralized, 
eliminated

- Because of this, I take world as 
Satyam

- Example : Defanged cobra
- Falsification of Maya
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Verse 3 :

Due to the Practice of devotions in Many lives the Jiva Desires to reflect Upon his nature.
When by enquiry and reflection Maya is Negated the Self alone remains. [Chapter 10 - Verse 3]

• By Atma Vichara, Maya is eliminated

• Self alone remains.

Mundak Upanishad :

Let a brahmana (an aspirant), after he has examined the worlds gained by Karma, acquire
freedom from all desires, reflecting that nothing that is eternal can be gained by Karma. Let
him, in order to obtain the knowledge of the eternal, take sacrificial fuel (Samit) in his hands
and approach that preceptor alone who is well-versed in the Veda-s and is established in
Brahman. [I – II – 12]

• Jiva negates mind, body, universe, accepts Chit Svarupa

• Moksha is falsification of the world.
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• Body – Mind = Upadhi

• Properties imputed to the infinite awareness

• When mistake happens, Body – Mind called Upadhi.

I am I feel

- Poornaha
- Life of being

- Samsara
- Life of becoming 
- Properties of body – Mind 

superimposed, Adhyasa
- Property of bulb imputed to 

electricity.
- 10W  /40W / 1000W.. instead if one 

electricity, universal, limitless.

Crystal appears Red Plain colourless Crystal

Rose flower

Upadhi
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• When sense organs closed, body awareness goes.

• Birth, death only for the Sthula Shariram, lower level.

• I came intro Samsara in this life because of ignorance of my Satchit Ananda Svarupam.

• I walk into net of desires and fears (Samsara) and get bound.

• Open eyes, walk out of the net.

Awareness takes itself as 
limited

Limitless awareness Body – Mind 
↓

Waking / Dream / Sleep

- Self becomes waker I, 
dreamer I, sleeper I

- Timeless, spaceless
- Kshetrajna
- Birthless 
- Deathless
- Real I
- Self
- Aham Brahma Asmi
- Knowing the 

changeless, eternal 
knower is the 
ultimate teaching of 
Upanishads

- Ego I = Waker I + 
Dreamer I + Sleeper I

↑
- Upadhi level 

Vyavaharika
- Manifests, 

unmanifests Prakrti, 
Kshetram

- Adhyasa
- Understand Upadhi 

clearly to come out of 
Samsara.
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• Close eyes, doing rituals, no use.

• Ignorance is in the mind, purify the mind through rituals, Upasana.

• Raaga Dvesha is impurity of the mind.

• Knowledge happens in the mind.

• See Satchit Atma in the mirror of the mind.

• Mind dirty with Kama, Krodha, Lobha, Madha, Matsaryam.

Without DirtWith Dirt

Reflecting Mirror exists in the Mind

• Impure mind veils ever pure Atma.

- Make it transparent, to see 
the reality within

- Shuddha Sattva Pradhana
Maya (Hiranyagarbha)

- Opaque to reality within
- Malina Sattva Pradhana Avidya 

(Jiva)

Mind
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• There is an apparent superiority, inferiority due to Upadhi.

• Every thought, word, action is inspired by identification with the body, Tamo Guna 
Pradhana.

• Throughout life, we act as isolated egos in separate bodies.

• Ignorance is serious problem of identification with body – mind.

• In Jiva, Tamo Guna dominates – Me – Mine.

• In Hiranyagarbha, it appears that he has no body identification.

• All our energy spent in catering to the Gunas of the body.

• Rise above body identification, remaining in the body.

Atman in a Upadhi

Sattvic Rajasic Tamasic

Pure Impure Impure

JivaHiranyagarbha Devata
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a) Sva Vicharam Chikirshitaha :

• Have desire to know, enquire, contemplate on Atma.

• Journey by oneself to ones’ “Self”.

Gita :

Thy right is to work only, but never to its fruits; let not the fruit of action be thy motive, nor let
thy attachment be to inaction. [Chapter 2 – Verse 47]

- Not Karana Buddhi
- Atma Vichara 
- Liberates 
- Will slacken hold of Samsara
- Raaga Dvesha diluted
- Remain balanced in pair of 

opposites

- Karya Buddhi
- Name and form
- World possesses us.

Mind usually has
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• Relate to the world with Karana Buddhi.

• Will abide in awareness, Atma.

• Will see divinity all around

• No rich, poor, interior – superior, all divine.

Isavasya Upanishad :

All this, whatsoever moves in this universe, including the universe, itself moving, is indwelt or 
pervaded or enveloped or clothed by the Lord. That renounced, thou shouldst enjoy. Covet not 
anybody’s wealth. [Verse 1]

• Do enquiry of Karanam in Vedanta to train mind for higher knowledge.

[Revision Verse 1 + 2 :

• Reality is one.

• See the world as superimposition on reality.

• There should be steady rememberance of awareness during crisis, our capital (Secret 
of success.]
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b) Aneka Janma Bajanat :

- Jingyasa Bakti
- Know God
- Must have practiced in earlier 

births.

- Not inspired by desires of the 
world

Devotion - Bhakti

Gita :

At the end of many births, the wise man comes to Me, realising that all this is Vasudeva (the
innermost Self); such a great soul (Mahatma) is very hard to find. [Chapter 7 – Verse 19]

• One who gains knowledge of self reaches the Lord.
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Keno Upanishad :

Preceptor : It is the Ear of the Ear, the Mind of the Mind, the Tongue of the Tongue (Speech of the Speech) 
and also the Life of the Life and the Eye of the Eye. Having abandoned the sense of Self or I-ness in these 
and rising above sense-life, the wise become Immortal. [Chapter 1 - Verse 2]

• Source of eyesight = Atma.

Adhyatma Yoga :

• Watch life as neutral witness.

• Ego appropriates glory of Atma to itself.

• Stop appropriating, get a cosmic vision

• Take clue from effect, reach the source.

• Manifestation of the SELF as the world is already there in the body as reflection of 
universal Atma.

• Recognise, you are a free person, free from the tyranny of the mind by owning 
consciousness and dropping mind as the SELF.

• Discover within yourself this ever free Atma.
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
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• All things, beings are loved in the world because one ones own SELF.

• Bundle of Raaga – Dvesha = Person.

• Likes and dislikes sully the knowledge of the SELF in the intellect.

• Seeing not gazing

• Sravanam not hearing but listening.

Sravanam :

• Listen with effort to help assimilate essence of teaching.

• Brahma Satyam, Jagan Mithya, Jeevo Braheiva Na Paraha.

He said, ‘It is not for the sake of the husband, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is 
loved. It is not for the sake of the wife, my dear, that she is loved, but for one’s own sake that she is loved. 
It is not for the sake of the sons, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It 
is not for the sake of wealth, my dear, that it is loved, but for one’s own sake that it is loved. It is not for the 
sake of the animals, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for 
the sake of the Brāhmaṇa, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the 
sake of the Kṣatriya, my dear, that he is loved, but for one's own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake 
of the worlds, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake 
of the gods, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake 
of the Vedas, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake 
of the beings, my dear, that they are loved, but for one's own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake 
of all, my dear, that all is loved, but for one’s own sake that it is loved. The Self, my dear Maitreyī, should be 
realised—should be heard of, reflected on and meditated upon. When the Self, my dear, is realised by 
being heard of, reflected on and meditated upon, all this is known. [4 - 5 - 6]
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• Content of statement must be with you in you

• Food, taken in the mouth and munched.

• Listen to Shastra and contemplate

• Don’t listen with an attitude to judge but to understand meaning of shastre.

• There is a distance between teaching and experiences in life.

• Knowledge and experience.

Chandogya Upanishad :

Brahma is Truth, the world of objects and beings is false, and the egocentric sense of separativeness
(Jeeva) is itself in fact nothing other than Brahman. That by which this Truth is known is the truest science,
the Science of sciences, thus roars Vedanta. [Verse 20]

Brahma Jnana Valli Mala :

‘That which is the subtlest of all is the Self of all this. It is the Truth. It is the Self. That thou art, O
Śvetaketu.’ [Śvetaketu then said,] ‘Sir, please explain this to me again.’ ‘Yes, Somya, I will explain again,’
replied his father. [6 - 8 - 7]
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• Tat Tvam Asi – Taught 9 times.

• To overcome attachment – do Japa – Om Nama Shivaya…

• Ask God to help you to get out of attachments at the beginning of Japa.

• Overcome overwhelming Vasanas.

• Your mind is your tormentor.

• Watch the thief called the mind and conquer the process.

• Fortify Sravanam with Mananam for realisation of Atma.

• Life becomes bearable.

- Ignorance of Atma – Avidya at 
Individual level

- Power of creation, sustenance, 
withdrawl in Brahman

2 Meanings 

Maya

• Once ignorance is dispelled, I remain what I am, nothing newly accomplished.

• What is accomplished by Karma, effort will be Lost.

• Transparent mirror remains when dirt removed, sun shines when clouds go away.

• My fulfillment in life is within me.
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Verse 4 : Important Verse

The duality and misery of the secondless Self, whose nature is bliss, is called bondage. Abiding
in its own nature is said to be liberation. Liberation is the restoration to the original condition
of pure Spirit. [Chapter 10 - Verse 4]

• Perception of duality, Samsara is bondage, Samsara.

• Abiding in self is liberation

• I am trapped in the body, mind; world, gives me pain.

• Identification with body creates pain in ignorance.

• There is no duality in real, only Atma Jnanam which releases us from bondage.

• No 2nd thing, no rope snake.

• Do Vichara, Dukha gone.

• Running away from mind, body, world does not solve the problem

• Falsify them through Atma Jnanam

• Knowing substratum – Atma correctly solves the problem.

• Perception of duality as real must be dropped.
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• Don’t lead a life of becoming but a life be pure being by self knowledge.

a) Advaitam Ananda Rupasya :

• Your true nature is one without the second, Advaitam.

b) Sa Dvaitam Dukhita :

KaryamKaranam

Vichara of

- Pot vision
- Binds
- Effect not different from cause

- Liberates
- Clay vision 

ParticularizeDivide

Mind now trained by habit to

- Subject – Object
- Knower – Known 
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• I am Rich – Poor, Male – Female

• Veda teaches us to think in generalizations.

Isavasya Upanishad :

• Universal life, consciousness is one in all.

• Look at Ishvara behind flower.

All this, whatsoever moves in this universe, including the universe, itself moving, is indwelt or 
pervaded or enveloped or clothed by the Lord. That renounced, thou shouldst enjoy. Covet not 
anybody’s wealth. [Verse 1]

Many Chaitanyam

- Unreal 
- Appearance

- Real, Hidden
- One

Isavasya Upanishad :
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• Glory of sun – hidden by its brilliant disc.

• Glory of Atman – hidden by Body / Mind / Intellect.

• Habit of taking appearances of plurality to be real has to be eliminated.

• Train the mind to think of nature as one reality.

Gita :

The face of Truth is covered by a golden lid ; remove, O Sun, that (covering) for me, the 
practitioner of Truth, so that I may behold It. [Verse 15]

Existence Nama Rupa

World / Individual

- Real - Unreal
- Opposite pairs
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• All opposites are transitions, minds modifications.

He should be known as a perpetual sannyasi who neither hates nor desire; for, free from the 
pairs of opposites, O mighty-armed, he is easily set free from bondage. [Chapter 5 – Verse 3]

The Vedas deal with the three attributes; be you above these three attributes (gunas), O
Arjuna, free yourself from the pairs of opposites, and ever remain in the sattva (goodness),
freed from all thoughts of acquisition and preservation, and be established in the Self.
[Chapter 2 – Verse 45]

- It is only false desires, unreal 
which causes all suffering in life 

- Taking plurality as real, is source 
of suffering

- All suffering is caused by 
ignorance of ones real nature.

- When plurality resolves, it
becomes one with truth, you 
are in happiness

Vedanta
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• Advaya reality can’t be known, then there is knower – known division which will make 
it non dual.

• You can only be the truth, never know the truth.

• When you split yourself, you stop being the reality

• Take division to be real and happiness ends.

- Bring in Raaga Dvesha
- Division, suffering
- I like lily not rose

- Remain as seeing
- No division
- Happiness
- Abide in your nature
- Atma, awareness alone is 

there, no knower – known 
split.

Flower experience

• Non dual awareness is essential content of a person, pure I, Sakshi I.

• In that awareness there is fullness, Joy

• When world enters the mind, split happens, you take it to be real and suffer.

• Take division of subject – object, “ego – I” as false, then no sorrow
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• You isolate from the whole in the desire to possess objects, beings, end in sorrow.

c) Advayananda Rupasya Sadvayatvam Dukhita Bandaha Proktaha :

• You are non dual awareness, you split into duality, bondage arises.

• Advayatvam, spirit of oneness, is the only source of happiness.

• Invisible reality manifests as force of Gravitation

d) Svarupena Sthithi :

• Ability to stay put in non-dual awareness is essential nature of a person

• World experience, isolated ego, is a shadow not reality.

Awareness Subject – Object – World

- Does not bind - Binds

Sadvayatvam Advayatvam

- Ego
- Shadow
- Falsehood

- Reality
- Nondual awareness

• Body is integrated with universal life principle, awareness, as long as it is alive.

• We are waves in ocean of life, no real separation.

• By defining a person, we cause separateness
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Gita :

He, who is of the same mind to the good-hearted, friends, relatives, enemies, the indifferent, 
the neutral, the hateful, the righteous and the unrighteous, excels. [Chapter 6 – Verse 9]
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Verse 5 :

Atma Anatma / Maya

- Satyam
Katho Upanishad :

- Ashabdam, Asparsham..
- Requires Anatma to claim its 

existence as substratum

- Mithya
- Has beauty, novelty, but not 

reality
- Duality is pain like dream.
- Falsify Dvaitam

• Bondage is negated by Atma – Anatma Viveka, Discrimination.

Bondage is caused by want of discrimination, and is negated by discrimination. Hence one 
should discriminate about the Individual and Supreme Self. [Chapter 10 - Verse 5]

Katho Upanishad :

He, who has realised that (Atman) which is without sound, without touch, without form, 
without decay, and also without taste, without smell, without beginning, without end, beyond 
the Mahat (great), eternal and unchanging, is freed from the jaws of death. [I – III – 15]
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Rule :

• Forgetting my nature, I convert life to Nightmare.

• Abide in teaching.

• Enquiry into Tat, Tvam, Asi Pada ends in Moksha.

• As long you take body, mind as your SELF, Samsara is eternal.

• Create space between Body – Mind Upadhi and the SELF.

• Accept problems at Vyavaharika Body – Mind level.

• Be a witness, endure it.

How to do Vichara – Enquiry?

I) Are all my desires worth sacrificing my full life?

II) What is the emptiness centred on me? Is it ignorance of my nature?

VairagyaViveka

Freedom from Bondage

- Dispassion to the world- Atma – Anatma discrimination 
by Atma Jnanam.
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III) Am I a separate ego in a isolated body, a person or a part of totality?

• Awareness in me is the unity between me and nature.

• It is in my hands to stop imagining I am the body.

• Ego and world are shadows of consciousness, reality.

• God has to be understood within me as me.

Gita :

The lord dwells in the hearts of all beings, O Arjuna, causing all beings by his illusive power to
revolve, as if mounted on a machine. [Chapter 18 - Verse 61]

• I am non-dual awareness.
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Example :

• King dreams he is a beggar.

• Beggar dreams he is a king.

• 2 different ego’s

• In sleep ego is not there, Sakshi happily at peace.

Lesson :

• I am witness to egoless state, my real nature, Turiyam.

• Ego I comes and goes as per law of Karma.

• I stop imagining that to be my real nature.

Enquire :

• Is world a reality or another appearance like the dream?

- I am pure awareness
- I am there in waking, dream, 

sleep
- Analyse the invariable, 

unchanging, “I” the awareness.

- Shadow, person, ego resolved
- Waker ego (Gross body), 

Dreamer ego (Subtle body), 
sleeper ego (Causal body) 
all together different

In sleep
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Topic II :

• Process of enquiry – Verses 6 – 10

• Triputi – Verse 6, 7, 8

• Sakshi of Triputi – Verse 9, 10

Verse 6 :

He who thinks ‘I am’ is the agent. Mind is his instrument of action, and the actions of the Mind 
are two types of Modifications in Succession, internal and external. [Chapter 10 – Verse 6]

Products of MayaKnower – Reality 

Factors in Vyavahara

II) Pramanam :
- Knowing instrument

III) Prameyam :
- Object of knowledge
- Known object

IV) Process of knowing :
- Vritti

I) Pramata :
- Witness, Sakshi
- Housed in the body
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Who is Jiva?

a) Yaha Aham Iti Abhimanta Jiva :

• One who takes himself to be the ego is a Jiva.

b) Karta Asou :

• When you identify with the body, you become isolated from the whole.

• You become doer, Karta.

c) Manah Tasya Sadhanam :

• Mind is the instrument for recognition and action.

Not SakshiThe Ego

I am

- Lost sight of my true nature- Shadow
- Small self

• No connection between material being and consciousness.

• We identify with body – mind as self and suffer all life.
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• Forget it is an instrument for recognition and action.

• Light can’t say – its my table.

• Consciousness being, illuminator – can’t possess anything.

d) Tasya Kriye Antar Bahihi Krama Sthithe :

• Mind subtle instrument.

• Projects thought modification because of surrounding, memory or Vasana.

• Flow of thought gives an impression something is there.

• Best way to know the mind is to know that there is no real mind.

• Impression of continuity of thoughts is called the mind.

- Water / Oil
- Appears continuous 
- Subtle

- Pebbles
- Discontinuous
- Gross

Pour
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Close the windowOpen the window

Mind is the window for the world

- World in unmanifest form
- I – ego is not there.
- No emotions in the core of the 

being
- When window of mind is shut, 

no world
- I am… reflection of Sakshi in 

the mind, not ego.
- Aham Vritti Harmless.
- In pure I am, there is no world.
- I am the source of Aham 

reflection in the body
- I am revealor of Triputi in the 

Mind – Pramata, Pramanam, 
Prameyam (Knowledge 
experience).

- See world in manifest form
- I – ego is there
- Ego is child of the mind
- Knowledge is child of mind
- Body is in the mind, world is in 

the mind.
- Sensations of body, impulses 

of the world belong to the 
mind.

- We live in subjective reality of 
the world in the mind, not in 
the objective reality.

- When I am, comes to light, 
body, space, time come 
simultaneously
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• Truth is hidden by wrong notions originating from ignorance, Avidya.

• I lived with this notion for many Janmas.

• Minds innate tendency is to dwell on something, natural.

• Mind dwells on worldly things, natural.

• To dwell on Atma, is reverse flow of direction of the mind.

• Personhood is not the truth, it is derived with the identification of ego thought.

Person Reality

- Time bound
- Limited

- Timeless
- Limitless, whole

Gita :

He, who recognises inaction in action and action in inaction is wise among men; he is a yogi 
and a true performer of all actions. [Chapter 4 – Verse 18]
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• You become a doer when you want to possess and enjoy.

• When you don’t consider yourself to be the doer, mind becomes quiet.

• We can’t keep mind quiet because we have a false delusion that we are a doer.

• Discernment of mind as an instrument is the only solution.

Mind – Pramana Vyapara

Pramata Pramanam Prameyam

- Ego
- Knower
- Karta
- Ahamkara

- Capacity of mind to 
entertain thoughts.

- Instrument 
- Has ability to contact 

external sense objects   
by Vritti

- Reveals object

- Object of experience

• 3 put together = Knowledge experience.
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Dakshinamurthi Stotram :

• What is revealed is Prameyam – object.

(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His
Profound Silence) As the Light of a Great Lamp Situated Inside a Pitcher having Many Holes,
Shine Outwards, similarly, the Knowledge of That Only (i.e. Atman) Throb Outwards through
our Eyes and Other Sense Organs, "I Know", He Alone Shining (i.e Atman), This Entire World
Shines.. Salutations to Him, the Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens This
Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 4]

PramanamPramata

2 parts of mind

InstrumentSubject
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Lesson 1 :

Example :

• I (Pramata) know Pot (Prameyam).

• Pramata – knower – rises in Jagrat, resolves in Sushupti.

• It can’t reveal itself – Jadam.

Lesson 2 :

• Sakshi reveals Pramata + Pramanam during every knowing process.

Lesson 3 :

• Sakshi reveals Pramata, Pramanam simultaneously, in one go (not sequential process).

Keno Upanishad :

Lesson 4 :

• Sakshi blesses Pramata (Mind) + Pramanam (Vritti) with Chidabhasa – Reflection.

Indeed, he attains immortality, who intuits It in and through every modification of the mind. 
Through the Atman he obtains real strength, and through Knowledge, immortality. [II – 4]
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• When thought does not go, object not revealed.

Vritti

Contacts objects

Chidabhasa contacts objects

Reveals Prameyam

Indirectly Directly 

Sakshi Reveals

- Sense objects through 
Pramata – Pramanam 
(Instrument)

- Prameyam changes – Shabda, 
Sparsha, Rupa…

- External world
- Bahya Karanam

- Pramata + Pramanam
- Internal Mind
- Antahkaranam
- I – Ego = Subject
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• Sakshi is our real nature, it is identical with Paramatma – knower of Universe.

• How fear goes?

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

He was afraid. Therefore people (still) are afraid to be alone. He thought, ‘If there is nothing else but
me, what am I afraid of?’ From that alone his fear was gone, for what was there to fear? It is from a
second entity that fear comes. [1 - 4 - 2]

When this seeker attains the fearless oneness with Brahman who is invisible, incorporeal,
inexplicable and unsupported, then he becomes free from fear. When however, he makes even the
slightest distinction in Brahman, then there is danger for him. That every same Brahman Himself
becomes the source of fear for him who makes a difference and who reflects not to the same effect,
there is the following Vaidika Verse. [2 - 7 - 3]

Taittriya Upanishad :
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Katho Upanishad :

• Duality is cause of sorrow, Bandah source of being trapped.

What is indeed here (visible as the world) the same is there (invisible as Brahman) ; and what 
is there, the same is here. He proceeds from death to death who beholds here difference 
(between Brahman and the world). [II – I – 10]

Advaitam Dvaitam

Satyam Mithya

• By itself mind = Product of 5 elements, Jada.

KaranamKarta

2 parts of mind

- Instrument 
- Pramanam
- Pen  - Generates inward + 

outward thoughts 

- Pramata
- Ahamkara
- Writer
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Verse 7 :

The internal Modification of the Mind takes the form of ‘I’. It makes him an agent. The external 
modification assumes the form of ‘this’. It reveals to him the external things.
[Chapter 10 - Verse 7]

BahihiAntaha

Skin is boundary

- Outside – external modification
- Idam – Vritti
- Reveals external objects
- Flower, mountain, people

- Within – internal modification
- Aham I – Vritti – Ego
- Makes one an agent, Karta, 

doer, seer, person, subject.
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Antaha Bahihi

a) Antar Mukhaha Iti Eshe Vritti, 
Kartaram Mulliket :

- Person – only when there is I –
thought

- In sleep, no ego, no person
- Person is shadow of pure being, 

the reality
- Be the truth in meditation
- Abidance in the being is prior to 

the mind
- Mind not real, but appearance.

b) Bahir Mukhaha Iti Esha Bahyam
Vastav Idam Mulliket

- Thought is movement originating 
in the being

- Thought manifests, reveals the 
being

- Develop distance, space w.r.t., 
the mind, the shadow.

- Recognise mind is a movement of 
thought in your self.

- I am the user of the mind –
instrument to cognize the world

Mind 

Window

WorldReality

Window – Aham thought Window – Idam thought
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Idam Thought Aham Thought

Mind 

- Identified with the sense object
- Changes

- Identified with body – mind
- Constant

I am Karta Pure I

- Ego
- False
- Shadow

- Origin of all thinking

• Hunger happens in the body, action to go to dining room happens in the organs of 
action.

• I am Sakshi, Akarta.

Develop space with mind Become one with the mind

Sattva Guna Rajo Guna
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Identify with organs of actionIdentify with organs of knowledge

I am the screen… Prakrti does all 
actions

Become doer, KartaBecome Pramata knower

• Movement of mind establishes objects.

• Deeper movement establishes ego, Pramata - person.

• In consciousness, no movement, no division.

Idam thoughtAham thought

Chitta Spandanam

- World consciousness
- Refers to 5 Prameyams

- Ego consciousness
- Refers to one

Pramata, Pramanam, Prameyam Sakshi

- Jadam
- Inert

- Chaitanyam
- Sentient
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Verse 8 :

The External things (That are cognized by the Mind in a general way, their special qualities 
having been Jumbled up) are cognized by the five Sense-organs quite distinctly as sound, 
touch, colour, taste and Smell. [Chapter 10 - Verse 8]

Idam thought

5 Sense objects

Idealist Realist 

Western Philosophy

- See thought, cognition of world 
in the mind, Samskara, 
impression in the mind alone is 
seen.

- Perception = Re-cognition
- Being – only inside not outside

- See Real objects, world outside
- Being – only outside
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Not subjective idealistNot objective realist 

Vedanta

• Truth lies in the middle ground.

Vritti inside Object outside

Objective Vritti

Vedanta Idam Vritti (“This”)

• In Vedanta just say “Idam” and leave it there… don’t say Jagat…

Isavasya Upanishad :

All this, whatsoever moves in this universe, including the universe, itself moving, is indwelt or 
pervaded or enveloped or clothed by the Lord. That renounced, thou shouldst enjoy. Covet not 
anybody’s wealth. [Verse 1]
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Gita :

The Blessed lord said : This body, O Kaunteya, is called Ksetra (The field) and he who knows it
is called Ksetrajna (The knowledge of the field) by those who know them (Ksetra and
Ksetrajna), i.e., by the sages. [Chapter 13 - Verse 2]

• This – outside skin – Yushmat Pratyaya

• Aham – inside skin – Asmat Pratyaya

• Body pervaded by “thisness” – Idamta

• Any part of body looked at as this body, this leg, this land, this eye, this thought… 
Kshetram.

Logic : 

• I am…. Aham… Deha Vilakshana – Kshetrajna.
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Process of Perception :

Idam

5 fold classification (Not division)

Known by Human Mind 

Mind recognizes Idam through 
sense organs

Perceive only sensation, impulse of 
colour of flower

Image generates sensation in the 
form of electric pulses, current, 

nerve sensations

Nerve currents perceived by the 
mind
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• We perceive world through net of desires and fears, coloured perception.

• We see what we want to see.

• Can never touch table, have air pressure in between (Van Der wall force generated = 
Pressure).

• We perceive only sensations not the objective world.

• World is as real as your sensations are

a) Idam Ye Viseshaha Syuhu :

• This is not perceived really.

• 5 fold sensations that Idam generates in you, you cognize, perceive.

b) Gandha, Rupa, Asadayaha :

• Smell, form are impulses in the Brain.

• Mind categorises based on Samskaras – Fragrance, foul, desirable, undesirable.

• All relative in the world, nothing absolute, no reality in the world.

• Seer, consciousness alone real, independent.

• Substratum of all perceptions.

• Collective sensation = Reality.

• World = Brahma = Ishvara.
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c) Asankaryena :

• 5 different sensations are perceived.

• No mix up.

• Truth neither outside, inside, neither realism or idealism, but midway.

• Truth is consciousness in which this division of objects appear.

• In mind, each sensation is kept separately, in separate compartment.

• No nerve current is mixed up.

• Glory of Ishvaras creation.

d) Tan Bindyat :

• Keeps separately.

e) Granadhi Indriya Panchakam :

Outside 5 Butas 5 Instruments of 
cognition

5 Sense objects

Prithvi Earth Nose Smell

Apa Water Tongue Taste

Tejaha Fire Eyes Rupam

Vayu Air Skin Touch

Akasha Space Ears Sound
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• What is outside is not absolutely real.

• Flower not absolute reality.

• Once this truth is known, we can stop projecting likes and dislikes.

• Flower = Short lived sensation.

• Karana Vichara – Atma Vichara – liberates a person.

• Minds tendency to dwell on external objects binds us.

• Develop Antar Mukhatvam.

• Dwell on Atma to get liberated.

• In the knowledge of Atma entire universe is included.

Chandogya Upanishad :

• Eka Vigyanena Sarva Vigyanani Bavati.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
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This (self) was indeed Brahman in the beginning. It knew only Itself as, ‘I am Brahman.’
Therefore It became all. And whoever among the gods knew It also became That ; and the
same with sages and men. The sage Vamadeva, while realising this (self) as That, knew, ‘I was
Manu, and the sun.’ And to this day whoever in like manner knows It as, ‘I am Brahman,’
becomes all this (universe). Even the gods cannot prevail against him, for he becomes their
self. While he who worships another god thinking, ‘He is one, and I am another,’ does not
know. He is like an animal to the gods. As many animals serve a man, so does each man serve
the gods. Even if one animal is taken away, it causes anguish, what should one say of many
animals? Therefore it is not like by them that men should know this. [I – IV – 10]

• What are footprints to Atman?

• Faculty of vision, touch, smell, taste, sound.

Not on appearanceContent 

In every thought focus on

- Name – form
- Nama, Rupam
- We are carried away by 

appearance
- Negating appearance of 

thoughts = Vairagyam

- Consciousness
- Awareness
- Asti, Bhati, Priyam
- Hold on to content of 

thought = Ishvara, Atman
- Recognise footprints of   

Atman to hold on to the truth
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Adhyatma Yoga :

• Look at yourself.

• See your own true nature, awareness, consciousness.

• Journey from yourself to your SELF.

• Shadow self (Ego) to real self (Sakshi).

• Journey guided by footprints of Atma – ideation, intellection, ego.

Jagat Atma – Satchit Ananda

- Tatastha Lakshanam of Ishvara
- In Direct Definition, implied

- Svarupa Lakshanam
- Direct definition

Keno Upanishad :

Preceptor : It is the Ear of the Ear, the Mind of the Mind, the Tongue of the Tongue (Speech of 
the Speech) and also the Life of the Life and the Eye of the Eye. Having abandoned the sense 
of Self or I-ness in these and rising above sense-life, the wise become Immortal.
[Chapter 1 - Verse 2]

• Endure pain gracefully, take name of Lord.
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• Grow from world Consciousness to God consciousness and then to self consciousness, 
Turiyam.

• Face death with name of God.

• Replace God with Atma, reality, Brahman.

• This Atma – Iti Eva Upasita (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad).

Conclusion :

• Each sensation is a footprint of the ultimate.

• (Example : You locate cow in the forest with its footprints, you trace Atma with 
sensations).

Bhagavatam – 3 Names – 3 
Contexts

Bhagawan Paramatma Brahma

Refuge of Devotee Reality of ones own core of 
being

Reality of Universe before 
you
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Verse 9 : Sakshi Definition – Verse 9, 10

Sakshi :

• Triputi Vilakshanam

• Svayam Prakasha

• Simultaneously reveals Pramata / Karta (Agent), Pramanam / Karanam (Instrument), 
Prameyam (Object).

That consciousness which reveals at one and the same time the agent, the action and the 
external Objects is called ‘witness’ in the Vedanta. [Chapter 10 - Verse 9]

Reveals at one and same time

The agent The action The external object

Consciousness
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a) Vyavrutta Vishaya = Different objects

Sakshi Aham Vritti Idam Vritti

- Shabda, Sparsha 
Rupa, Rasa, Gandha

- Pramata
- Pramanam

- Chaitanya 
Svarupam

Reveals

5 Sense Objects 5 Elements

5 Sense organs

Mind with consciousness (Agent)

Factors for Vyapara

• Sense organs interact with sense objects and sensations are recognised by the mind.
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Gita :

For him there is no interest whatever in what is done, or what is not done; nor does he depend 
upon any being for any object. [Chapter 3 – Verse 18]

All actions are performed, in all cases, merely by the qualities in nature (gunas). He, whose 
mind is deluded by egoism, thinks I am the doer. [Chapter 3 – Verse 27]
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But he, who knows the Truth, O mighty-armed, about the divisions of the qualities and (their)
functions, and he, who knows that gunas as senses move amidst gunas as objects, is not
attached. [Chapter 3 – Verse 28]

Attachment and aversion for the objects of the senses abide in the senses; let none come
under their sway; for, they are his foes. [Chapter 3 – Verse 34]

They say that the senses are superior (to the body); superior to the senses is the mind;
superior to the mind is the intellect; one who is even superior to the intellect is He, (the
Atman). [Chapter 3 – Verse 42]
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Thus knowing Him, who is superior to intellect, and restraining the self by the Self, slay you, O
mighty-armed, the enemy in the form of desire, no doubt, hard indeed to conquer.
[Chapter 3 – Verse 43]

Organs of actionOrgans of knowledge

Process of Perceptions

I) Karta – Sense organs, doer, 
Karanam, Instrument

II) Karma / Kriya – Action
III) Vishaya - Objects

I) Jnanata – Knower
II) Jnanam – Knowledge
III) Jneyam – Object of 

Knowledge

Who are you?

• I am the reflection, shadow of the reality whose nature is sentiency – to know, to do.
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• I am the small I, ego, (Karta) doer, knower (Pramata), enjoyer (Bokta).

• Body by itself inert, can’t know, has no intelligence.

• Mind has to be active while planning, doing.

• Doer alone is enjoyer of result of action.

• We get up as Pramata, Karta, Bokta, Ego – I from sleep.

• Do worldly things in a Dharmic way…

- For enjoyment in other 
worlds after death.

- Do rituals 
- Yagya

- For enjoyment of this world 
- Earn money, build house, get 

married, have children.

Actions

• Being Karta (Ego – I), is bondage.

• God is doer, I am not doer, then I am peaceful.
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I amGod 

Doer

Gita :

- Jittery, agitated
- I only do duty

- I am peaceful
- Ishvaras power drives peoples 

lives
- Gita – Chapter 11 – Verse 33
- When mind is quiet, you can 

recognise, yourself to be pure 
witness.

Therefore, stand up and obtain fame. Conquer the enemies and enjoy the flourishing kingdom.
Verily, by Myself they have already been slain; be you a mere instrument, O left-handed archer.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 33]
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b) Sphorayet Ekatyatnena Ya Sou Sakshi :

• Atma – Sarva buddhi Pratyaya Sakshi.

• Recognise yourself to be Sakshi, instead of being an ego.

• You are source of all thoughts, reality behind thoughts.

Atma – I Ego I

Jiva – 2 Options

- Universal life- Human being, male, female, 
body identification.

- Can’t know true nature of 
Atma.

Sakshi Sakshyam

- Turiyam - Waker I, Dreamer I, Sleeper I

c) Sakshi Atra Chit Vapuhu :

• As Sakshi, you are witness to ego which is identified with the body.

• what is common between yesterdays and todays experiences is the witness 
consciousness.
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Experiencer Experienced Sakshi

Ego World Changeless, witness

• I am witness of every experiencer – experienced duality, this understanding is being 
the witness.

• Ego masquerades as the real subject.

• I am not doer, enjoyer.

• I am witness of the Kriya that happens or resolves in the sense organs.

• Only Viragi can be a witness, master

• Attached to desire, ego, slave.

• I am witness to seer – Seen duality, Dvanda.

• I am constituted of awareness.

• As ego, I am the food gross body, subtle body.

• All appearances merge in the source of appearance, awareness.

Duality
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Jagat

- Drishyam
- Sakshyam
- Appearance

Sakshyam

- Small self
- Body, Mind, Ego
- Shadow
- False self

Sakshi

- Bridge, status in 
between, reflected 

Consciousness, 
Atma 

Awareness

- Big Self
- Original 

Consciousness 

I am World

- Witnessing awareness
- Can’t be connected to material 

body, mind, objects.

- Sakshyam
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Life of Ego

- Life of becoming
- Identified with body
- No Moksha
- Know you are not the ego 

identified body and be what 
you are.

- Drop all false notions

- This
- Idam Shariram 
- Object

- Not I, Aham

Is

Body 
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Chandogya Upanishad :

‘O Somya, the mind is nourished by food, prāṇa by water, and speech by fire.’ [Śvetaketu then
said,] ‘Sir, will you please explain this to me again?’ ‘Yes, Somya, I will explain again,’ replied his
father. [6 - 5 - 4]

Ego I Awareness, Sakshi

- Thought
- Like pot thought
- Object 
- Seer of object
- Person continues as part of 

objective world.
- Waker I – part of waking world

- Real subject.

• Ego’s identification with witnessing awareness snaps = Sakshyatra chit Vapuhu.
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Verse 10 :

• How in one cognition all 3 revealed? What is the proof?

• Our experience and expression is the proof.

The witness, like the lamp in a dancing hall, reveals all these as ‘I see’, ‘I hear’, ‘I smell’, ‘I taste’, 
‘I touch’ as pieces of knowledge. [Chapter 10 - Verse 10]

Bondage is caused by want of discrimination, and is negated by discrimination. Hence one 
should discriminate about the Individual and Supreme Self. [Chapter 10 - Verse 5]

• I see, I hear, taste, touch, smell.
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• I see, hear, taste is unitary experience, with 3 components, Pramata, Pramanam, 
Prameya Vyapara.

Intransitive Transitive

Verbs

- No object
- I laugh, cry, sit, walk

- Has object
- See, hear, taste, touch, smell, 

something.

- For Pramata, Pramanam, 
Prameyam to remain 
independent, then 
something outside must 
reveal them.

- Pramata reveals 3 
simultaneously.

- Pramanam and Prameyam will 
both become objects.

- No unitary experience

2 Possibilities for revealation
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b) Ikshe Srunomi, Jighrabhi, Svadayami, Sparshyami Aham :

• I see, I hear, I smell, I smell, I taste, I touch.

• All are knowledge of sense objects.

c) Iti Bhasayate Sarvam :

• Thoughts see real.

• Reality is borrowed from Sakshi, reflected not its own.

Light in dancing hall Sakshi

- Reveals state - Reveals pieces of knowledge 
of seeing, hearing, smelling, 
tasting, touching.

Light illumines

Prabhum Sabhya Nartakam Stage

- King - Citizens
- Audience

- Dancer

Orchestra

Satta Sphurti

- It is - It shines, illumines itself and 
the world of sense objects.
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• 1st time Deepa introduced in this Mantra – central subject matter of Chapter 10.

• If you identify with the mind – ego, thoughts become compulsive.

• Presents person from finding realm of reality.

• We have only Rajas, Tamas, very less Sattva – which is transparent clear mind.

Tamas Rajas

- Body identification - Desires - Fears

• Incessant thinking creates false mind, ego as self.

- Pain
- Suffering
- Negative aspects
- Become Karta, Bokta
- Decarte – French philosopher : 

I think, therefore, I am.
- Error, Adhyasa
- Small I has too much 

commitment for ego.
- Need Vairagyam
- Build image about ourselves.

- Comes from Atma, awareness, 
light.

- I am awareful, existent being, 
reality behind the person, ego.

- Higher I
- Tapas shows :

I am the master, not the 
mind.

Life
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Vritti Garbha : 

• Thoughts pregnant with desire, pain, fear, jealousy, greed.

Patanjali Yoga Sutra :

SacrificeEgo

Relationship has 2 things

Ego DownProblem

Yoga is restraining the Mind - Stuff (Chitta) from taking various forms (Vrittis).
[Chapter 1 - Verse 2]

• Stunning, stopping the mind – not elimination of Samsara.

• Need to purify the mind by taking oneself to be the witness.

• I recognise all thoughts as objects of awareness.

• Samadhanam = Alertness of mind to detect wrong ideas projected by the mind.

• Once the mind is connected to the being, it resolves in it, aquires calmness and 
strength.
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Golden rule :

• I cannot change what happens to the body and mind, but I can stop imagining myself 
to be the body and mind.

• What I perceive as ego is  not the object outside.

• You never come in contact with the object at all.

• All perception is sensation.

Example :

• Gold imparts – reality to chain.

• Brahman imparts – reality to universe.

• Reality not particular attributeless existence or awareness.

• Sat – Chit – is Nirvisesha, not particular knowledge.

• Thoughts get power from Sakshi, Atma.

• I identify with the thought inside, power of Atma transferred to the thought.

• Step back, thought becomes powerless.

Inside as ChitOutside as Sat

Brahman
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• Be the illuminator of body – mind, not identify with them as the self.

• All analysis of the mind culminates in Atma Vastu.

• I am Sakshi.

• Breath is Sakshyam.

• Identify with consciousness, worship consciousness, be conscious of consciousness.

• One part manages the physical body and the other the mind.

• They follow laws of higher power.
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Verse 11 :

The light in the dancing hall uniformly reveals the Patron, the Audience and the dancer. Even 
when they are absent, the light continues to Shine. [Chapter 10 - Verse 11]

Empty hallDance

Light in hall illumines

When contents absentPatron, Audience, dancer

Absence of 3 states3 States

Sakshi – illumines 

Sakshi illumines itselfTripti
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Main point :

• Lamp shines when nothing is there.

• In sleep, I Atma am self evident, existing, consciousness.

• Without will, uniform, without discrimination, simultaneous illumination of Sakshi.

Sarvatma PrakriyaViveka Prakriya

To understand reality

Nama Rupa with underlying 
reality

• If I think, what I desire is real, then can never rise above the desire.

• If what I am afraid of is real, fear will continue in one form or other.

Need to do :

• Brahman – Mithya Viveka.

How to do Viveka?

I) To find out what you are, find out what you are not.
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Gita :

• When you abide in Atma, Anatma will not stand opposite to you, but will merge in 
you. [Remember this, in Meditation]

• You are not the image seen in the mirror, in front of consciousness.

• Image created by mind - mirror, not real.

• You are the real person, Chaitanyam.

• When Upadhi goes away, as in sleep, image gone.

• Brahman, creation, not 2 things independently existing.

• Only Brahman remains.

• Sarvatma Prakriya happens automatically, if Viveka clear.

The Blessed lord said : This body, O Kaunteya, is called Ksetra (The field) and he who knows it
is called Ksetrajna (The knowledge of the field) by those who know them (Ksetra and
Ksetrajna), i.e., by the sages. [Chapter 13 - Verse 2]
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• You are not the thought, or thinker but knower behind the thinker, speaker, seer, 
hearer, taster.

• Higher level of consciousness gets activated.

• You are witness to the realm of reality behind the thought, which is Atma.

Ego Sakshi

- Becomes Angry, happy, sad, 
desirous

- Knows it is wrong to be going 
after desires.

- Recognises mistake of ego

Intellect / thought Intelligence

Jiva Ishvara

• Thought is an incessant noise because of compulsive thinking.

• Listen to mind as Sakshi, don’t suppress or condemn mind.

• Be the living witnessing presence – “I am”, for the thought.

• Doer, enjoyer belongs to the mind.

• Don’t loose yourself in the noise of the mind.

• Abide as I am, the witnessing presence like the Nritya Shala Deepa, main teaching in 
this chapter.
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• Let ego, mind make noise, let emotions playout, let  body, sense organs, perceptions 
happen.

• Just be the witnessing presence.

• Try to be just be, then you will begin to Awaken.

Example Reality

a) Nritya Shala Sthitho Deepaha :
- Hanging in the centre of stage

b) Prabhum :
- King

c) Sabhya :
- All citizens

d) Nartakim :
- Dancer

e) Deepyet Aviseshena :
- Illumines presence indiscriminately 

Prabhu, Sabhya, Nartaki.
f) Tad Abhavepi :

- Absence of performers also illumined
- Light does not discriminate individual 

objects and also does not discriminate 
presence and absence of objects.

g) Nature of light to illumine

a) Light of consciousness at the centre of 
cosmos
b) Waking state
c) Dream State
d) Sleep state
e) Illumines good and bad events
f) Consciousness illumines presence of 
objects, beings, in Jagrat, Svapna and 
absence (Nothingness) in Sushupti.
g) Nature of awareness, knowledge to 
reveal, illumine objects + beings, to the 
sense organs, mind.

When 3 move 
Away, we have an 
empty hall

Sakshi remains 
when 3 gone
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• My project in life :

Establish my SELF as witnessing awareness, not involved with 3 states of 
consciousness but remain as pure being, substratum.

• Don’t join the mind, stay aloof, is the trick.

SharanagathiMicro management 

2 Extremes 

• Witness – Sakshi, not affected by good / bad experiences, self fulfilled, Atmanye
Atmana Tushtaha.

• Every desire prompts us to act, search for fulfillment continues.

• Develop space as a witness of desires and actions.

• Remain on your feet, don’t get swept away by desires and fears.

• Sakshi is the reflection of reality in the Buddhi.

• Infinite reflects in the Antahkaranam.

• Immediate outcome is Chid – Abhasa, reflection.
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• Sarva Buddhi Sakshinam Atmanam.

• We call it witness with respect to Sakshyam – body, senses, mind, ego, world.

Witnesses - Mind which 
includes

Body Senses World

Sakshi - Chidabasa in the 
Buddhi

Brahman

Brahman Witness

Illuminates witnessed objects and identifies 
as self – person born, individuality born

Perceiver identifies with the perceived

Because of ignorance, Moola Avidya
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• If no identification, there is no person, individuality.

• Mind takes care of the needs of the body by producing impulses.

• Witnessing awareness is the reflection of the reality in the mind, window to the truth

• Understand witness like the Nrityashala Deepaha.

• Sakshi illumines Agitated and peaceful mind.

• Sun illumines empty room or room full of objects

• 3 states of mind illumined like the light illumines the king, audience and the dancer.
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Verse 12 : Important Verse

The witness Consciousness lights up the ego, the intellect and the Sense - Objects. Even when 
ego etc., are absent, it remains Self - luminous as ever. [Chapter 10 - Verse 12]

Witness consciousness illumines

Ego Intellect Sense objects

• Both presence and absence

• It remains self – evident for ever.

a) Sakshi Vishayan Api Bhasayet :

Light illumines 

Prabhu Sabhyam Nartaki

- King of the body
- Ahamkara, ego
- Me – mine complex

- Sense objects
- Shabda, Sparsha, Rupa, 

Rasah, Gandah
- Sensations in the mind.

- Buddhi, dancing with 
thoughts
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• Once body ready, ego enters and claims the body as I – self, appropriates the body as 
mine.

• Identification with body is automatic.

• Let Ahamkara not torment, demonise us.

• It is an image, small self.

• You are the Awareness in which the image of body – mind has come to light.

• Image given a name… it gets bloated, drowns the person.

• Ahamkara has its foundation with identification with the body.

• No Ahamkara, in sleep, there is Absence of identification, in sleep.

b) Dhiyam :

• Ideation, intellection, emotions.

• Objects, Sabhyam, sense objects are sensations perceived in the mind.

• There is body only when you are conscious of the body.

• There is a house, money, chain, car, body, when you think of it.

• Hence world is in the mind.
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• Body = Panchabutas.

Panchabuta Dharana Meditation :

Outside objectsMinds projections

Sakshi

Artha AdhyasaJnana Adhyasa

Resolve Into Element

I) Lower part Toes to loins
II) Abdomen
III) Stomach
IV) Chest
V) Head
VI) Akasha (Space)

- Prithvi (Earth)
- Apaha (Water)
- Agni (Fire)
- Vayu (Air)
- Space
- Aham (Pure existence) and 

go to bed

• Whole waking up :

o Aham – Pure existence

o Reflection in mind, body, sense organs world.
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• Pravilapanam Kartavyam – resolve in this order…

There is no Other than

Prithvi Apaha

Apaha Agni

Agni Vayu

Vayu Akasha

Akasha Brahman / Atma / Aham

c) Sakshi vishayanapi Basayet :

• Ego = Self consciousness.

• When you are self conscious, there is ego.

Not well receivedReceived Well

When

- Hurt
- Self consciousness grows

- Self Consciousness Reduces
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• Overcome these notions of bondage and abide in pure self.

• Ego’s vacillations deceive me.

• I don’t allow ego to cheat me.

• Freedom from ego, self consciousness = Moksha.

• Remain as Sakshi not as ego identified with body, mind or world.

• In sleep, ego absent, identifications with body, mind, world gone, because of Tamo
Guna of Prakrti.

UnmanifestManifests

Prakrti

- Tamo Guna
- Ego rolled up like the toll 

booth station
- I exist as pure 

consciousness

- Sattva / Rajo Guna’
- Ego expands in every 

corner of the globe
- I am person, individual, 

father, son…

d) Vyavahara – Swayam Bhati Iti Eva Purvavatu :

• In the absence of ego, Sakshi continues to shine.
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• This opens up a new dimention of my personality.

• Sakshi is invariable factor in 3 states.

• Sakshi is immanent and transcendental.

• Timeless and spaceless squeezed into body – mind in time – space.

• Infinite has become finite apparently not factually.

Vivekchudamani : 

It (Maya), is neither existent nor non-existent, nor both; neither same nor different nor both; 
neither made up of parts nor whole nor both. Most wonderful it is and beyond description in 
words. [Verse 109] 

Ignorance makes

Rope Snake appear in Rope Blueness appear in Sky 3 States appear in Turiyam “I”

Mirage water appear on 
Sand

Dream appear in wakers
mind
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• Witness merges into whole.

• Ego becomes one with Brahman (Substratum).

Water Ice Vapour

Waking Dream Sleep

1st Step 2nd Step

- Stand apart as witness
- Body – mind melts down
- Ego has limitation to body –

mind
- I am old, young, born, will die

- Realise my true nature is 
timeless, bodyless awareness.

- I am witness to old body, 
mind.

- Witness Sakshi is 
dimentionless, spaceless centre 
of observation, a very powerful 
state.

• Sakshis illumination is uniform, simultaneous, without any action desire, will, plan, 
transformation, Sannindriya Matrena, Parinami Rahitvam.

• Sakshi is called Avasta Traya Sakshi.
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Dakshinamurthy Stotram :

On folding up all the functions of the senses, He who enters into a state of deep-sleep and 
there becomes existence veiled in maya, like the sun or the moon during eclipse, and who, on 
waking, remembers to have slept.. To Him, the divine teacher, Sri Dakshinamurthy, is this 
prostration. [Verse 6]

• Enjoys consciousness by itself, Svayam bhati.

• In sleep – Ahamkara resolved Pramana, Prameya Vyapara resolved.

ViseshaSamanyam

Jnanam

- comes from Triputi
- Particular experience 
- Rises in Jagrat, Svapna

- Natural Nirvikalpa state, 
shines by itself.

- Nirvisesha Jnanam
- No Brahma Anubhava
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• Pure entity in absence of Triputi of Triputi is called Sakshi, Turiyam.

• Sakshi is eternal, never rises or sets.

• When Triputi arises, Sakshi reveals.

• Dhi – Buddhi is instrument, Pramanam, 
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Verse 13 :

• Sakshi : Alone is consciousness

The unchangeable witness is ever present as self-luminous Consciousness; the intellect 
functions under its light and dances in a variety of Ways. [Chapter 10 - Verse 13]

Triputi

Pramata – Pramatru
(I – thought Chidabhasa)

Pramanam Prameyam

- Ahamkara - Knower - Thought
- Shabda, Sparsha, Rupa, 

Rasa, Gandha 

- Jadam intrinsically
- Triggered to life by Sakshi
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• Sakshi : Remains the same in 3 Avasthas.

• Jagrat : Pramana

• Pramana, mind instrument gets activated during waking.

• Example :

o Fire in contact with water.

o Water boils because of contact.

• Intellect – begins to boil and throws out Aham + Idam Vrittis.

• In Sushupti – Body becomes part of world – Hall, inert, no difference.

• Pramana Activated Vritti generation in waking is the dance program witnessed by 
Sakshi.

• I – Sakshi – have all experiences with the Pramatru (I – thought – Chidabhasa), 
Pramanam (Intellect), Prameyam (Objects).

• Sakshi :

o Non-material conscious principle, self revealing.

o Sakshi does not undergo change or modification to reveal all experiences.

• By mere presence Sakshi reveals.

a) Iyam Buddhi :

• This mind.
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b)

Sakshi

Kutastha Jnyapti Bhasa

Changeless like Anvil Dimensionless, timeless 
awareness

Illuminates

c) Sakshi Buddhi Anekadha Nrityati :

• Buddhi dances with thoughts.

d) Nirantharam Basamane :

• Sakshi shines ever, nonstop.

• Thoughts in the Buddhi → Like waves

• Sakshi → Ocean floor

• Surfer never knows the depth of the ocean.

• Ego I on its own cannot know Sakshi but only the surface, body, mind, world.

• Thought is source of desires, fear and pain in life

• We do not use the mind, the mind uses us.

• We identify with the mind and take ourselves to be the mind.
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c) Sakshi Buddhi Anekadha Nrityati :

• Buddhi dances with thoughts.

d) Nirantharam Basamane :

• Sakshi shines ever, nonstop.

• Thoughts in the Buddhi → Like waves

• Sakshi → Ocean floor

• Surfer never knows the depth of the ocean.

• Ego I on its own cannot know Sakshi but only the surface, body, mind, world.

• Thought is source of desires, fear and pain in life

• We do not use the mind, the mind uses us.

• We identify with the mind and take ourselves to be the mind.

• Thought is possible only when there is Sakshi to bless the thought.

• How Sakshi blesses thought?

• By endowing thought with Satta and Sphurti.

• Thoughts, if they don’t shine, will not bother you at all.
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Flower

- Avarnam
- Obstruction
- Not known

- Vritti Vyapti formed - Phala Vyapti
- Awareness reflects on 

Vritti and knowledge 
takes place.

• Mind is not knowledge, it only modifies.

• Knowledge owes its existence to the awareness in the background of mind which is 
Sakshi.

Without thoughts / MindWith thoughts / Mind

Sakshi always shining -
Nirantharam

SushuptiJagrat, Svapna

Example :

• Sun shines for ever

• Ganges flows for ever.

• Sense of self, entity = Live life.
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• Person stripped of all possessions, relationships, skills, beliefs, are you nobody? This is 
called Vairagyam in practical terms, stop taking mind seriously, Dhyayati Eva, Leelayati
Eva.

Ajnani Jnani

- Sense of self in the mind, ego.
- Ego has number of 

identifications – car, house, 
family, business.

- Ego runs life for us.
- Ego based on false 

relationships.

- Sense of self shifted to 
awareness, Sakshi.

- Sakshi is vast intelligence 
principle.

Minds dance based on

Samskaras Orientations Habit

In Ignorance In Wisdom

I) You are ego
II) Ego has desires, Aversions, 

attachments
III) Bondage 

I) You are Sakshi, awareness
II) Know Sakshi is basis for the 

mind
III) Freedom – not affected by 

pleasure, pain
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• Once you identify with the mind, mind starts using you, you become slave to the mind.

• Wise man knows opposite experiences in life are appearances, not reality (Birth –
death, Dharma – Adharma, Jagrat – Sushupti, all appearances not reality).

In Vedanta :

• Subject – Object – difference is an appearance, not real.

Reality :

• Only light that makes 3 states appear.

• I am the intense presence Sakshi, Kutastha, timeless being, very tangible.

• Everything around Sakshi is changing.

• Identifying with the mind makes whole life fickle and fleeting.

• No rest for the mind at all.

• In the being witnessing awareness, there is no time, Anantha I am.

• Universe appears in the fabric of time – space.

• Thought holds time.

• Time is product of mind.

World centric lifestyle Yoga centric lifestyle

- Bend inner to outer
- Slave of the world

- Bend outer to inner – subject
- Master 
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• I am timeless, spaceless, centre of observation, Kutastha.

Law :

• Change happens in the background of changeless.

- Drk Prakasha
- Seer that sees
- Source of all seeing
- Not objectified 

Mundak Upanishad :
- II – II – 10 

- Drishya Prakasha
- Seen – Mind, body, sense 

organs, Sakshi
- Mind not svayam Prakasha

2 types of illumination

Mundak Upanishad :

There the sun does not shine, nor the moon nor the stars; these lightnings also do not shine –
how then (can) this earthly fire? Verily, everything shines after Him reflecting His glory. This
whole world is illumined with His light. [II – II – 10]
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• How to realise the awareness?

• Die to the changeful, unreal, egocentric life, strip it off.

• Yet I remain solid, intense being, which is awareness, Sakshi.

• When I die to the world, I wake up to the reality and understand that there is no death 
at all.

• Death like Sleep is only a condition of the mind.

• I am ever existence (Sat), conscious (Chit), bliss (Ananda), Reality.

Light of knowledge within you

Sarva Buddhi Pratyaya Sakshi

It is the being, most solid 
presence
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• Sakshi never changes, Buddhi changes relentlessly.

• Living a egoic life, you are utterly self conscious.

• In Sakshi, awareness, consciousness, no trace of self consciousness.

• Awareness alone shines, Nirantaram Bhasamane Kutaste.

• While it shines, mind dances, or becomes passive (Manifest, unmanifestation of the 
universe not the self).

• Leave the mind, let it dance, it will stop itself.

• You are the witness of the dance program, never the dancer.

• You bless it, or ignore it.

• Sarva Prakrti Vanchita, we live in slavery of our minds, Prakrti.

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following
hymn recited: Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the
cave of the heart in the transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient
Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]

Taittriya Upanishad :
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World commands us 

We listen to Buddhi

We become cheerful, Sad

Life of Ego

Living in ignorance, Maya
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• Metaphor explained in the example Nrityashala Deepaha.

Example :

a)

Verse 14 :

In this illustration the Patron is the ego, the various Sense Objects are the Audience, the
intellect is the dancer, the Musicians Playing on their instruments are the Sense - Organs, and
the light illumining them all is the Witness - Consciousness. [Chapter 10 - Verse 14]

Ahamkara – Patron Prabhu – Patron

- In whose court Buddhi dancer 
is performing.

- King
- In whose court dance is going 

on.

b) 
Sense objects Sabhya

- Shadba, Sparsha, Rupa, Rasah, 
Gandha Sensations

- Ever changing world

- Audience
- Citizens
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c)

Intellect Nartika

- Buddhi - Dancer

d)
Sense Organs Musicians

- Eyes, Ears, Nose, tongue, Skin - Drum, Violin

e)
Sakshi Deepaha

- Awareness principle, 
Chaitanyam

- Illumines 3 states

- Right principle
- Illumines stage 

f) Sakshya Avabhasakaha :

• World exists because of light o Sakshi, which illuminates ego downwards.

• Sakshi is the truth of the universe.

• Be Sakshi, know that there is no Sakshitvam, you are Brahman.

• When I know I am the ever existing Sakshi of the sensations of the universe, I am 
Brahman.

• Sarva Prakrti Vanchita – Deceived of his own glory.
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• Refuse to identify with the mind as self.

• Let no other thought come except Sakshi thought.

Mind says :

• You are insulted, dishonoured, wonderful, In calamity, rich, poor, old, born, will die.

• Refuse to accept it as truth.

• Watch the mind like you watch a thief.

• Then you wont loose your true nature.

• Pure Sakshi is detached, passionless awareness.

• When you are aware of the world, you become passionate, for wealth, food, house, 
business, titles, that is all ego, buddhi, dancer not Sakshi, light.

• Even if an iota of passion enters the Buddhi, there is confusion between Sakshi and 
Buddhi, Adhyasa, error.

• There is an element of identifications.

• Body does not need you, to be conscious of it, all the time.

- Follows laws of nature, 
intelligence of Ishvara.

Gita : 
- Chapter 15 – Verse 14

- Does not live by ego, or self 
consciousness.

Body
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Gita :

Having become (the fire) Vaisvanara, I abide in the body of beings and associated with prana
and Apana, digest the fourfold food. [Chapter 15 - Verse 14]

• Like space, Sakshi holds Buddhi, sense organs, body, world but is never contaminated.

• Lamp illumines tragedy, comedy on state, not affected by the dancer, the king, or 
audience.
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Verse 15 :

As the light reveals all the objects remaining in its own Place, so the witness - Consciousness,
itself ever motionless, illumines the objects within and without (Including the Operations of
the Mind) [Chapter 10 - Verse 15]

- Without 
- World outside body

- Within body
- Feelings, thoughts

Motionless consciousness 
reveals objects

• I am not in the world, the world is in me, awareness.

• I am source of all illumination.

a) Sthira Saya Thatha Sakshi :

• I am the Sakshi, not the ego.

• This idea purifies the mind.

• I am nothing that is perceived or conceived.

• Negate everything.
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Sankhya Viveka :

• Dvaitam

• Purusha, Prakrti stand opposite to each other.

Vedanta Viveka : Advaitam

• Discern body, mind.

• Understand I am not body – mind.

• I am Atma, Body, Mind merges in me.

• I alone am.

• Abide in I am.

• Abide in I am.

• What is discerned, merges in you the Atma.

• I am witnessing awareness, Drk, knower.

• Drk stands independent of the body.

• Body – Drishya, can’t stand independent of Drk.

• Recognise this important discrimination.

• Drk remains in its divine glory without Drishya.

• There are no Koshas other than Drk Atma.

• You start seeing the Gold, awareness instead of ornaments (3 states of mind).
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• Nataka Deepaka Prakaranam is an epitome of Viveka.

• Everything is shown as appearance in the light of the lamp.

1st Step 2nd Step

Viveka Sarvatma Bhava

3 States Awareness

- Ego’s appearance
- False, Mithya, Unreal

- Lamp
- Real

• In all relationships, you are identifying with the outside.

• From Atma side Kshetram is appearance in ignorance.

b) Svasthana Samstitho Deepaha :

• Light on stage does not move.

• Movement belongs to thoughts not Sat background, Sakshi screen.

• We see movement entirely by the trick of mind and senses.

• Atma not Karta.

• Mind interaction is Karta.
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• Things happen in life, not to me Sakshi.

• Events in stage of matter not to light of consciousness.

• Light, Chaitanyam Abides in its glory.

c) Sarvato Bhasayed Yatha :

• It illumines, does not do anything.

Gita :

BuddhiAtma

At level of

- Karta
- Mithya, false
- Changing Ahamkara

- Akarta
- Real
- Sakshi
- Changeless, motionless
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• Atma not doer, Gamana.

• Nothing done in it, Agamana.

d) Thatha Sakshi Sthira Sthayi :

• In the fleeting experience of objective world, constant factor in every experience of 
the experiencer – experienced duality, is Sakshi.

e) Bahirantah Prakashyet :

He, who takes the self to be the slayer and he, who thinks he is slain; neither of them knows.
He slays not, nor is he slain. [Chapter 2 - Verse 19]

BahihiAntah

Illumines 

- External world of objects.- Vrithi
- Emotions and thoughts

ExternalInternal

You are not

Body, Senses, WorldEgo - I
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Sarvatma Bhava :

• Nothing internal, external.

• Everything happening in the light of Sakshi, which alone is real.

• We call all experienced world as Prakrti, and experiencer as Purusha.

Prakrti Purusha

- Appearance
- Mutable
- Engrossed, overwhelmed, 

submerged in the experience, 
Ego I.

- Reality
- Immutable
- Know clearly experiencer, 

knower is Chaitanyam 
reflected in the mind.

- Higher Viveka - I am Turiyam, 
Pure I, Sat Chit Ananda.

Ultimate Realisation :

• I am not experience – experiencer duo.

• I am the only reality - Sakshi between them.

• I transcend all the time the Duo of experience and experiencer.

• There is no experience – experiencer Duo in 3 states without the presence of Sakshi.
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Awareness Experience

Pure Consciousness With Mind + Senses

• I am aware of all my experiences, is practical implication of understanding the Sakshi.

• Love for inner freedom = Moksha.

• All illumination flows from Sakshi not from Sun, Moon, Stars.

• Sakshi is like mine worker head lamp.
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a) Bahir Antar Vibhabhogoyam Deha Apekshaha Na Sakshini :

Verse 16 :

The distinction between external and internal Objects refers to the Body and not to the
witness Consciousness. Sense-object are outside the Body whereas the ego is within the Body.
[Chapter 10 - Verse 16]

WithoutWithin 

Distinction w.r.t. Body - Mind

- External
- Sense objects

- Internal
- Mind, Ego

• Sakshi – is timeless, experientially everything is within you.

• Within – without not with respect to Sakshi but body.
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MineMe

Ganga Water

- If I take it in a cup
- Expel it, not mine

- If I drink it

• Water was not mine before, became me, then not mine.

• In this creation nothing is me or mine.

• Me, mine is a relative thing.

• Sakshi is centre of illumination awareness, not within or without.

b) Vishaya Bliya Deshastha :

Example :

• Objects within hall, outside hall.

• Space transcends within and without and yet supports everything, hence called Param.

Object

Subject

Param to

Sakshi

• Param : It is in between subject and object and yet transcends them.

• Gold pervades chain and yet it is beyond chain.
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c) Dehasyantara Aham Kritihi :

• W.r.t. body, ego is internal, Aham Kritihi.

• Senses, mind, intellect within body.

• Objects outside body.

• Sakshi should not be identified with the body.

• This body is perceived like all other bodies = Sarvatma Bhava.

Nature of Sakshi :

I. Illuminator of Triputi

II. Non-participating illuminator of Triputi.

III. Non changing illuminator

IV. Simultaneous illuminator not sequential

V. Unlocated illuminator

Pramata Pramanam Prameya

- Ego
- Part of Mind

- Vrittis - External
- Has location

Internal

• No division in Sakshi.
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Verse 17 :

- Objects of Sakshi
- Jadam

The Mind seated within goes out again with the sense organs. In Vain, people seek to impose
the Fickleness of the Mind illumined by the witness - Consciousness on the latter.
[Chapter 10 - Verse 17]

Pramata Pramanam Prameyam

PramanamPramata

Mind – 2 Parts

Vritti Going out Knower inside

• Clip is known by knower – ego.

• Ego powered by consciousness.
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• Consciousness is different from Jada Triputi.

• In presence of Sakshi, Triputi known.

• Example :

o Light blesses without participation.

o Sakshi blesses without participation.

• Wherever mind + thoughts are, reflection of Sakshi falls automatically, and revealation
of body, mind, world takes place.

• Objects are known when thoughts travel inside and outside.

• Motion of mind falsely transferred to consciousness because of proximity and 
intimacy.

Example :

Example :

Moon Sun

Illumined Illuminator

Moon Clouds

- Illuminator
- Appears to move in 

another direction

- Illumined
- Move fast in one 

direction.
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• Motion of body or mind transferred to Sakshi.

Example :

• I am disturbed, I went to USA.

• False transfer = Adhyasa, cause of Samsara.

• All knowledge of body, mind, senses, world, flows from me, Sakshi.

• I am human, male, father, doctor, are superimpositions.

• We take ourselves to be body, mind, sense complex, teaching starts with what I 
consider I am today.

• Connect Atma to body first, I am in the body first and then progress.

a) Sakshi Aropyathe Vruta :

Limitation :

• Belongs to body – mind.

• Superimposed on Sakshi.

Truth :

• I whole, Atma, Poornam.

• What is the relationship of Sakshi with Buddhi?

Knowledge Joy

Chit Ananda ← From Sakshi
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b) Anthastha Dhih Sahai Vak Shair Bahir Yarti Punah Punaha :

• It is nature of mind to divide and oppose.

• Develop space w.r.t. emotions in mind, like anger, jealousy.

• Whatever you accomplish in life is superficial and transient.

• Problem not in Ishvara Srishti but in minds Chanchalyam, nature to roam about.

• Pratyahara = Withdrawl of mind from sense objects to Atma.

• Mind has a habit of falling into grooves of thinking.

• Example : Village cart moves on a Groove forward backward.

• Worrying thought, desirous thoughts, fall into Groove, Samskara Vasanas.

• Vairagyam = Keeping Minimum grooves.

c) Bhasya budahisheha Chanchalyam :

Mind Reality

- Upadhi
- Thought is object of awareness, 

Nama, Rupa.

- Shines 
- Existence
- Undifferentiate Nirvisesha

Jnanam
- Chaitanyam

• Instead of recognising awareness (Gold), you recognise Nama Rupa (Chain).
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Example :

• Flower not conscious of awareness.

• Awareness conscious of flower.

• Flower / Mind = Upadhi = Nama Rupa covers the reality.

• Unsteadiness of mind is imputed to Sakshi.

• Try to avoid superimposition.

Say :

• I am Sakshi Atman, mind is unsteady.

• Gap is built.

• Discern the mind from Sakshi, awareness.

Example :

• Lady's focus : How chain will look in her neck.

• Husbands focus : Cost of Gold

• Shift focus from mind to its anchor awareness.

• Only way to relate with Atma is to say I am Sarva Buddhi Pratyaya Sakshi.

• Universe originates from Atma.
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Taittriya Upanishad :

From that (Which is ) this Atman, is space born; from Akasa, air; from air, Fire; from fire, water;
from water, earth; from earth, herbs; from herbs, food; and from food, man. [2 - 1 - 2]

The Atman that is subtler than the subtlest, and greater than the greatest, is seated in the 
cavity of heart of each living being. He, who is free from willing and wishing, with his mind and 
senses composed, beholds the majesty of the Self and becomes free from sorrow. [1 - 2 - 20]

Katho Upanishad :

• Shifting focus from the mind to Sakshi is called Adhyatma oga.

• Identifying with the mind hurts you (Vrutha).
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• How to verify yourself as Sakshi?

• Refuse all thoughts except one, “I am Sakshi”.

• We have to win the battle between mind and SELF.

• Needs patience and perseverance.

• Mind will yield, will come out of groove like thinking.
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Verse 18 :

The streak of Sunlight coming into the room through an opening is motionless; but, if one 
dances one’s hand in the rays, the light appears to be dancing. [Chapter 10 - Verse 18]

Vedanta :

• Not handling the disturbances.

• It is handling the false transference of disturbances.

Attributes of Movement of hand

- Anatma illuminated mind 
(Disturbances)

- Transferred to Atma illuminator.

- Transferred to rays of sunlight 
beam on wall

- Handles  transference of 
minds attributes to Atma.

- Objective approach
- Disturbance has nothing 

to do with me, Sakshi.

- Not improving mind
- I am better equipped to 

handle Mithya mind.

Moksha 
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Yogamrtan :

• I am Sakshi, Akarta, Abokta, Punya – Papa Rahita Atma.

• No Sanchita, Prarabda for me.

• Nitya Mukta.

a) Gruhantara Agataha Svalpo Gavakshada Tapo Chalah :

Example :

• Sunlight enters dark room through a window.

b) Tatra Haste Nrityamane Nrityati Atapoh Yatha :

• Keep your hand in the path of lays and move hand form shapes of Rabbit, dog.

• Spot light on wall appears to be dancing.

• I am not this or that.

• I am pure being, everfree, pure awareness.

• Experience restlessness of mind, not of Atma.

• Restlessness, nothing to do with real I.

• Real being, when it reflects in the mind appears restless (Superimposition).

Example :

• Reflection of Moon in water.
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• When desire stirs the mind, the dirt of Vasanas, Samskaras, comes up and the 
reflection of Atma in the mind appears restless, changeful.

Shastra :

• Asangoham hi Ayam Purushaha..

• Atma is unconcerned, unattached like sunlight.

• There is Asakti, attachment in life.

• Can forget all attachments in sleep.

• Hence not real.

• Power of mind to hold me is given by Atma.

Ask :

• Is there desire? Fear?

• They loose power.

• As understanding grows, mind becomes more and more pure.

Yoga

- Purify by Samadhi
- Not practical

• Our experiences of being Agitated, Sad, are not real in essence.

• To extricate the mind from agitations, remain as witness.

• Experience will become feeble, fickle.

• Gain insight about Atma, create space between you and the mind.
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Verse 19 : Important Verse

Similarly, the Witness-consciousness, though really fixed in its own Place and neither going out 
nor returning within, yet appears to move owing to the Restless nature of the Mind.
[Chapter 10 - Verse 19]

- Appears to move due to 
restless mind.

- Adhyasa

- Fixed 
- Motionless
- Unlocated
- No acting, doing

Sakshi

• Mind moves outwards, inwards.

• Sakshi appears to be Karta.

• Example : Try Japa for Buddhis Chanchalyam.

• Faster motion in mind becomes emotion, I have Raaga – Dvesha.

• Sadhana Chatushtaya Sampatti belongs to the mind.
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a) Sakshi Nijasthana Sthithaha :

• Sakshi remains is its own place, Chid Akasha.

b) Bahihi Antar Agamanam :

• Neither goes out or returning.

Gita :

Antar AgamanamBahir Gamanam

2 Modes of Mind

- Internalization
- Sit in meditation
- Gita : Chapter 5 – Verse 27
- Entire external, resides in the 

Mind.

- Projection of the mind on the world
- When I am Sad, everything around 

looks gloomy.
- When I have wealth, everything in 

the world good.
- When I don’t have, everything is 

opposite.
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c) Akurvat Buddhi Chanchalyat :

• It is minds projection and internalization not Sakshis.

• Ocean not waves.

• Worlds experiences, projections, internalisations only in the surface of the mind.

Shutting out (all) external contacts and fixing the gaze (as though) between the eyebrows,
equalising the outgoing and incoming breath moving within the nostrils. [Chapter 5 – Verse 27]

Thoughts, Waves, Ripples

Consciousness 

• When the mind is quiet, I feel my presence, awareness, very strongly.

• If identified with the mind, you are not present, not aware of the self.

• Reality of Sakshi, comes to the surface.

• World is fleeting, not real.

• I am the Sakshi, only concrete, entity in the world, only reality.

BahihiAntaha

Matter

World outsideMind 
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• By habit, we feel concerned and attached to the outside.

• It is taken for granted that minds conditions, taken as the inner reality of the person, 
which is doing projecting and internalization.

Remember :

• Atmas true nature is Asangoham.

• Learn to leave the mind alone and be the awareness.

• Do not identify with the mind as the self = Vairagyam.

• Remain unconcerned with the protestations of the mind.

Dehypnotise yourself :

• I am unattached.

• Come out of mind identified lifestyle.

• Then you become eligible to understand Atma.

• Daily in sleep we drop all attachments and remain as Sakshi.

Your true nature to be

Nonattached Not projection Not internalisation

• Beyond moving thinking mind, there is changeless non-moving awareness.
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• Source of mind is awareness, the only reality.

• Mind is tormentor, sitting inside.

Example :

• Moon obscures Sun during solar eclipse.

Solar Eclipse

Sun Moon Covers Sun Earth

Mind I - Jivatma
Sakshi 

Awareness

Covers Sakshi with 
Turbulences

Indweller
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Sakshi World Concepts

- Lends Satta, 
Sphurti to mind

- Not observable
- Entire chapter 

Sakshi Prakaranam

- In the Mind
- Perceptions

- In the Mind

Covering
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Verse 20 :

The witness Consciousness can neither be called External nor internal. Both these terms have
reference to the Mind. When the Mind becomes fully tranquil, the witness exists where it
shines. [Chapter 10 - Verse 20]

Not outsideNot inside

Sakshi

• When mind tranquil, witness exists and shines in the mind.

Dakshinamurthi Stotram :
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(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His
Profound Silence)This World is Like a Sprout of a Seed Within which transforms what is
Changeless state Before, appear Again as Space and Time, and endless Varieties of Pictures
over it; all due to the Creation of Maya, This Unfolding of the World (from the Seed) which is
Like a Play of a Magician, happens to one Who is Like a Mahayogi out of His Own Free Will (i.e.
a Mahayogi can enter the state of Samadhi out of his own free will and witness the unfolding
of the world when He comes out of Samadhi), Salutations to Him, the Personification of Our
Inner Guru Who Awakens This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation to Sri
Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 2]

Sakshi When Maya Active

- Exists in Pralaya Kala
- Locationless
- Searcher is Sakshi, wont find 

him

- Desha Kala comes 
- Inside, outside is concept of 

intellect
- No inside, outside in sleep
- Place associated with Buddhi

• Sakshi – Not Buddhi Sthanam.

• Where to locate Sakshi?

• Where ever mind is, it is location of Sakshi.

• When mind reactions stop, Triputi resolved.
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• When 2 states subside, it is state of silence, Sakshi shines.

• Nirvikalpa Avastha, sleep, illumined by Sakshi.

• Whenever Sakshi is shining, in Sushupti, it is Nijasthanam.

• When knowing process subsides, Triputi resolves.

• Sakshi of Triputi alone is left out.

• Stop all knowledge operations, Sakshi alone left behind.

• What is the abode of Sakshi?

Gita :

InsideOutside

Buddhi running

Svapna AvasthaJagrat Avastha
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• Tad Vishnu Paramam Padam.

• Abode of Sakshi = Hrdayam = Guha, Buddhi.

Gita :

Neither does the sun shine there, nor the moon, nor fire; to which having gone they return
not; that is my supreme abode. [Chapter 15 - Verse 6]

The lord dwells in the hearts of all beings, O Arjuna, causing all beings by his illusive power to
revolve, as if mounted on a machine. [Chapter 18 - Verse 61]

• Where is electricity?

• Upalabyate, cognize in bulb.

• Where is Brahma?

• Upalabyathe in quarters. 
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Mandukya Upanishad :

• Sakshi is available for cognition as substratum of mind.

Keno Upanishad :

All this is verily Brahman. This Atman is Brahman. This Atman has four quarters (Parts).
[Mantra 2]

Indeed, he attains immortality, who intuits It in and through every modification of the mind. 
Through the Atman he obtains real strength, and through Knowledge, immortality.
[Chapter 2 - Verse 4]

• Cognise Sakshi in every thought as its substratum.

• When you have notion of space, you are already at level of mind.

• If you transcend mind, there is no time space.

• Time and space are mental categories.
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• Each moment appears from Sakshi into the mind and it disappears into Sakshi.

• Memory of events throw mental category called time.

There is space – time, I come 
into it

I think I am in space – time 

2 Possibilities 

With MindWith body

Because of identification

- I take myself to be in time
- Body has beginning, end

- I take myself to be in space

• As Sakshi, space, time, causation are in me.

Witness of body mind?Body + Mind?

Are you
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SakshiBody Mind

What is the status you want to 
take for yourself?

Time – Space are in youYou are in space - time

• You are not the mind which projects time – space.

• How to go beyond the body?

I) Establish yourself as the witnessing awareness.

II) You will find that space – time are in you.

Note :

III) Space – time is body – mind identification.

IV) Beyond space – time = Sakshi

• As Sakshi, I am not born, I am not going to die.

Gita :
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V) I am the source of space – time – causation as Sakshi.

Experiment :

• Go to London : I have sense, I am here.

• Go to India : I have sense, I am here.

• I don’t feel I am elsewhere.

• Everywhere you feel :

I am here 

It shows – “I am” transcends space.

Experiment :

• In 2020, I am now 

• In 2021, I am now

• At all time you have one sense : I am now

• Today, tomorrow, last year, next year… I am now.

• Can’ add anything to – “I am”, other than now and here.

• Atma is the power of here and now.

He is not born, nor does He ever die; after having been, He again ceases not to be; unborn,
eternal, changeless and ancient, He is not killed when the body is killed. [Chapter 2 – Verse 20]
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I am I am now I am here

- Is the truth
- Spaceless
- Timeless
- Absolute
- Real
- Na Antaro, Na Bahya
- Without division of 

space or time
- Atma

- Is identification with 
mind

- Unreal
- Changing 
- Relative
- Angry, Sad, happy

- Is identification with 
body

- Unreal
- Changing
- Relative
- Young, old

Now and thenHere and there

Chaitanyam illuminates the 
division of

• Light appears to be divided if you do  not look properly.

• Jnanam – awareness, illumines space – time, itself not divided by space – time.

• Train your mind to remain peaceful for a while.

• How to keep peace of mind?

• Have inner moments of peace and quiet mind.
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• When mind is continuously thinking, it is an addiction.

• When mind full of Raaga – Dvesha, can’t teach “I am”.

• Emotions take over our mind and life, haunt us for long, can’t forget them.

When sword is hit on

Wooden piece Water Air Space

- Line remains for 
1000 years

- Water divided 
into 2 parts

- Soon covered up

- Can’t see 
division

- No division

Samskaras

Ajnanis Seekers Mahatmas

- Remains for many 
Janmas

- Lot of suffering
- Doer, enjoyer

- Gone soon
- Like water, Air

- Like space
- Bounces back
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• As doer, enjoyer, no quietitude ever.

Meditation :

• Is an effort to get an insight about ourself.

• Once you have moment of quietness, you can abandon illusion of being a particular 
person.

• Body – mind identified exotic lifestyle is product of ignorance, illusion, they will 
dissolve.

Example :

• Running all over the world – religious, spiritual, secular, will have no peace.

• Learn to refuse all thoughts, except I am Sakshi.

• Slowly, you will appreciate, that you are timeless, spaceless, causeless, Sakshi.

• Body continues to remain in time – space.

• Stranglehold of world on us will loosen.

• It is there, not very solid

• Sakshi alone real, tangible, solid entity.

• Appreciation of oneself as Sakshi is Moksha.

• As Sakshi, I am timeless, spaceless.
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I) We take body to be Atman :

• All our thoughts, speech action are inspired by : I am body = Samsara.

II) I am Kshetrajna, not Kshetram (Body).

III) Sense organs produce sensations, experience.

IV) I am neither experience nor experiencer – ego.

V) I am the awareness, witness, in between object – object duality and beyond them.

VI) We have to come out of identifying with the grooves of thinking pattern.

VII) Strength comes to mind from discernment of Atma.

VIII) Transcend space – time 

Sarvatma BhavaBy Atma – Anatma - Viveka

How to come out of Samsara?

We are imprisoned in a cell 
made of 3 walls

Space Time Causation

• Ishvara – cause in relative sense, not absolute sense.
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Gita :

IX) Meditate :

• I am not in space – time, I am not born, don’t die.

X)

The fourfold caste, has been created by Me, according to the differentiation of guna and
Karma; though I am the author thereof, know Me as non-doer and immutable.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 13]

Vedantin

As Body As Mind As Atma

- Engulfed by Universe
- I am in Space

- Objectify the Universe
- I live in Time

- Transcend Time - Space
- You are the origin of the 

Universe
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• I am the centre of cosmos.

• Core being is not the body or mind.

• When thought arises, there is space – time associated with it.

• Without space – time, you can’t have an object.

XI) Thought is source of space – time – object.

• Atma transcends illusion of time – space.
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Verse 21 :

If it be Said that (When all mental operations Cease) there is no Space at all, we reply :
let it have no Space. It is called all Pervasive, because of the Mind’s Creation of Space.
[Chapter 10 - Verse 21]

- Exist
- Space – time exists

- Cease
- No space – time
- Samadhi, Nirvikalpa

Avastha
- Sakshi is present

When thoughts

• Hence mind is creator of space - time.

• Sakshi exists but has no Sambadha with space – time.

• If located in space – time, when it goes, Sakshi will also go away, will become 
nonexistent.

• If Sakshi is nowhere, we think Sakshi is non existent.

• Sakshi exists but nowhere.
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Teacher compromises :

Sakshi is

Nowhere

Non existent

Here

Sakshi has finite dimension

There

Sakshi limited

Every where Nowhere

Why compromised answer? Right Answer

Location less- Sakshi is located all over   
space in wrong.

- Space located in Sakshi –
Right answer.

• Sakshi exists as Adhishtanam of space.
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What is spatial description of Sakshi?

w.r.t. Absolute Name

- Sakshyam we say Sakshi
- Within, without concepts of 

mind
- Mind divides time into past, 

present, future

- Awareness, Chaitanyam
- No within, without 

One in 50 bodies?One in each body

Is Life

50 in 50 bodiesOne in each body

Is Vayu

Example :

• One billion reflections in one billion dew drops of water.

• Sun – source in one.
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• Witnessing awareness seems to be different, essentially one.

• What is reason for difference?

• Minds are different not Sakshi.

Gita :

Know me as the knower of the field in all fields, O Bharata. Knowledge of the field as also of
the Knower of the field is considered by Me to be My knowledge. [Chapter 13 - Verse 3]

Brahma Sutra :

• What divides mind?

• Body, Mind, senses different but not life reflected in them, it is one.

• Awareness, like sunlight, electricity, space is infinite, not different in different bodies.

• Sakshi, Atma is truly universal.

• Abide in Atma, you will abide in Universal peace.

• When your mind is moving, you will be conscious.
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Between you and me :

a) Akasha Kopi Na Bhasate Yadi Tarhi Adeshabagh :

• When mind is still and abides in the being, Buddhi is Samshanta, totally resolved.

• In I am, don’t feel space, time, objects.

• I truly transcend even while being alert.

• Space, time is category of mind.

• Only when thought rises, space – time comes in.

• Sakshi is not limited to your area of space.

Conclusion :

• Atma is timeless spaceless, intrinsic nature, independent.

• Ego I – rises in time, space, unreal entity, shadow of Atma, reflected Atma, Phantom, 
needs support.

• Atma – Ego I, Viveka is final frontier to fly into Moksha.

Similarities Differences

- 5 Elements
- Human
- Awareness as witness, reality
- Manifestation of Life

- Body, sense organs, minds.
- Appearances
- Mithya
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• By embracing tangible body, ego I, appears real.

• If there is proper Viveka between Atma and Ego I, then there will be no Adhyasa, No 
space – time in intrinsic nature.

Sleep Waking, Dream

- No Adhyasa - With Adhyasa of Body – Mind.

• It is the Ego I which is limited in space, time, not Sakshi awareness.

• There is gradual buildup of teaching in this chapter at a very subtle level of self 
realisation.

In Sakshi :

• No inside, outside, no space.

• Widow to truth.

Example :

• Shape not intrinsic to gold, Gold can be in any form.

• Atma is formless, can be in any form.

• This is our ignorance.

Absolute Level Empherical Level

- No form, space, Time, objects - World, Space, time is automatic 
appearance because of Maya, 
ignorance of Atma.
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b) Sarva Desha Prakulptya Sarvagatam Na Tusvataha :

• Prakulptya = Kalpana = Prakrti.

• Atma = Sarva Vyapakaha, pervades body, mind, senses, world.

- Sarva Kalatvam
- Nityam

- Sarva Deshatvam
- Sarvagatam

Sakshi

3 Things, appear and 
Resolve Together

Body World Ego in the Mind

• Satta, Sphurti of body, mind, world are derived from Atma.

Chandogya Upanishad :
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• Atma by itself has no space – time – object.

Next is the instruction on the Self: The Self is below; the Self is above; the Self is behind; the
Self is in front; the Self is to the right; the Self is to the left. The Self is all this. He who sees in
this way, thinks in this way, and knows in this way, has love for the Self, sports with the Self,
enjoys the company of the Self, and has joy in the Self, he is supreme and can go about as he
likes in all the worlds. But those who think otherwise are under the control of others. They
cannot remain in the worlds they live in, nor can they move about in the worlds as they like
[i.e., they are under many limitations]. [7 - 25 - 2]

WakingDream

Father – w.r.t.

• Atma – w.r.t. absolute, Paramartikam.

Sakshyam Sakshi

- Unreal - Pervades
- w.r.t. its own self, not pervading

Spirit of the Verse :

• In the core of your being, you are spaceless, timeless.
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- Want to live London,  
America, outer space.

- Want – 1850 or 2050, 
past or future 

- Don’t like where I live
- Don’t like present Covid 

time, 20th century

Bondage 

• Space – time are bondage.

• In the inner most being, Pratyag Atma, no time – space.

• Human life has origin in Atma, expressions, descriptions are infinite.

Space – Time Sakshi

- Bondage
- Time binds more than space

- Timeless
- Moksha

Human Mind
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Verse 22 :

Whatever space, internal or external the intellect imagines, is pervaded by the witness 
Consciousness. Similarly will the witness Consciousness be related to all other Objects. 
[Chapter 10 - Verse 22]

Space imagined by intellect

Pervaded by Tuiryam - Consciousness

Related to all objects

• Mind experiences space inside, outside when it is functional.

• Space within body, outside body.

• When mind projects space, what is job of Sakshi?

• Sakshi is present inside and outside as Adhishtanam.
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• Revealor, illuminator, Sakshi.

• Sakshi not located in space but as Locus for space.

• Desk → Adhishtanam for book

→ When desk removed, book removed.

• Space is there alone with desk and book.

• When desk is removed, space not removed.

World

Located in space

Sakshi is Adhishtanam for space

• Sakshi is along with space but not located in space.

SarvasakshitvamSarvagatam

Atma

- Witness of all- Example : Fire pervades 
iron ball
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1st :

• Accept all – Adhyaropa.

• We say : Sakshi pervades all.

2nd :

Understand all correctly

All is imagined by the mind

Only Brahman is there as 
Adhishtanam

• Sarvagatam, Sarvasakshitvam is w.r.t. imagined all (Jnana Adhyasa).

• Not intrinsic, Vastavam.

a) Antar Bahirva Sarvam Va Desha Parikalpayet :

• Nature of mind to create divisions, Antaha, Bahihi, by habit.

• Kalpayet – mental category, not real.

b) Yam Desham Parikalpayet :

• Space shines in awareness and sinks in awareness.

• As experienced in Sakshi space.
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c) Who imagines?

• Buddhihi

• Space = Niravayavam = Partless

• My house, my space.

d) Tat Deshagh Sakshi :

• Is space in Sakshi or Sakshi in space?

• World (Physical + mental space) is in Sakshi, space of awareness (Chid Akasha).

Taittriya Upanishad :

From that (Which is ) this Atman, is space born; from Akasa, air; from air, Fire; from fire, water;
from water, earth; from earth, herbs; from herbs, food; and from food, man. [2 - 1 - 2]
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• Buta Akasha and Chitta akasha have origin in Sakshi Akasha (Chid Akasha).

• Chid Akasha not one more Akasha.

• Ever shining substratum is spaceless.

• You are not in the world, world is in you.

• Go to sleep, world resolved in you, Chid Akasha.

• Why it resolves in you?

• Because it has come from you.

• It is Nitya Srishti, Nitya Pralayam w.r.t. – Chidakasha.

Space

Buta Akasha Chitta Akasha Sakshi or Chid Akasha

- Pancha Butas
- Things and beings live in 

Physical space

- World recognsied in the 
mind.

- Memories in mental 
space

- Very crowded

- Ultimate substratum
- Unseen
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• Our birth / death – w.r.t. Body – Mind – Ego I.

• Imagine I was born in so & so place, will go to some place.

• Nothing to do with Atma, Sakshi.

• Buddhi Tad Deshagah Sakshi.

• Mind imagines different places, times.

• Sakshi is Advayam, nondual.

• Yoga = Bending outer to the inner.

e) Tatha Vastu Su Yojayet :

• Apply same principle to objects.

I am consciousness in the mind

Mind is in the body

Samsara

Example : Sunrise
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Truth :

Body is in the Mind

Mind is a moment in the awareness

Substratum for Body is Mind and for 
mind is Atma

• I am not isolated ego in a body – mind complex… our wrong thinking.

• I am Sakshi which pervades all the minds and bodies.

• When I am ignorant of my real being, presence, I am engulfed by space – time –
causation, insignificant.

• Universe started 45 billion years ago.

Chandogya Upanishad :
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• Once we have Raaga, Dvesha, we impart reality to the world.

• We fail to recognise that world appears on the Big screen of Atma Chaitanyam.

• You are not the experiencer or experienced, subject or object.

• You are awareness in between them and beyond the two.

• Don’t be totally immersed in any experience.

• Learn to be flexible to shake off, drop any experience any time.

• Our experiences are short lived, transient and unsignificant in the eternal march of 
time.

• No experience in reality.

• When we give reality to the world, Sakshi is hidden.

• When we focus in Sakshi, world gets hidden.

Next is the instruction on the Self: The Self is below; the Self is above; the Self is behind; the
Self is in front; the Self is to the right; the Self is to the left. The Self is all this. He who sees in
this way, thinks in this way, and knows in this way, has love for the Self, sports with the Self,
enjoys the company of the Self, and has joy in the Self, he is supreme and can go about as he
likes in all the worlds. But those who think otherwise are under the control of others. They
cannot remain in the worlds they live in, nor can they move about in the worlds as they like
[i.e., they are under many limitations]. [7 - 25 - 2]
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• Don’t get overwhelmed by any experience. 

• What you see is not real, the fact that you see is real.

• Let each experience signal the underlying Atma, substratum.

• Taking experiences to be real is a grievious mistake.

• I am Sakshi, the reality Chaitanyam behind the cosmos.
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Verse 23 :

Whatever form the intellect imagines, the Supreme Self illumines it as its witness, remaining
itself beyond the grasp of speech and Mind. [Chapter 10 - Verse 23]

Sakshi illumines whatever 
intellect imagines 

Sakshi is beyond the grasp of 
mind + speech

Nature of Sakshi

• Sakshi is locus in which pot, space, cosmos is located.

ProjectionsPerceptions

Objects of intellect

- Concepts
- Ideation

- Shadba, Sparsha, rupa, 
Rasa, Gandha
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• Sakshi is alongwith all of them, revealing them.

• Sunlight spreads over every object in creation and reveals.

• Similarly consciousness spreads and reveals.

• One difference between sunlight and Sakshi.

Sunlight Sakshi

- Dependent on Sakshi for 
existence and illumination

- Svataha Siddaha
- Independent
- Can’t be described, can’t be 

conceived.
- Can’t say it is here, there, 

everywhere .

a) Yad Yad Rupadhi Kalpayet buddhya, Tad Tad Prakashayam :

• Ego I – buddhi projects Shabda, Sparsha, Rupa, Rasa, Gandha (Artha Adhyasa).

• In the innermost essence, substratum, all of them are Jnanam, awareness.

• You not only hear, taste, smell but also are aware you hear, taste smell.

• Changeless awareness, Sakshi is always, there for you to re-cognize.

b) Tad Tad Prakashayam :

• All division imagined by intellect are Kalpanas, illumined by Sakshi.
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c) Svato Buddhyad Agochara :

• Word Sakshi is said to eliminate that it is not Sakshyam.

• I perceive body – mind and take it to be myself – Adhyasa – error.

Sakshyam Sakshi

Not you Mistake Corrected

• Every word is a negation of the world.

• Atma, Brahma, no word can touch the reality.

• Words can’t describe Atma, truth is never the same as described.

• Words, thoughts, signal, manifest the truth, can’t objectify the truth.

• It is not necessary to describe, objectify the truth because you happen to be the truth, 
the reality.
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Verse 24 :

• Sakshi beyond mind, words.

• Moment you know Sakshi, it becomes Prameyam, one of Triputi.

• Hence can’t know Sakshi.

• I am Pramata, listening to class, how can I be Sakshi?

Vidyaranya :

• You are by nature Sakshi, temporarily functioning as Pramata identified with the mind.

If you object ‘How such a Self could be grasped by me?’, our answer is : Let it not be grasped.
When the duality of the Knower and the known comes to an end, what remains is the Self.
[Chapter 10 - Verse 24]

PramanamPramata

Mind – 2 parts

Subject - Temporary status of 
Sakshi

Instrument 
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• Originally mind = Sakshi.

• Drop Pramata status, you yourself are the Sakshi.

• Disidentify from mind or drop Pramana operation.

“I am” minus knowing operation

Sakshi not Pramata

Silence 

a) Tadruk Maya Katham Grahyaha :

• How is Sakshi to be known (Grahyam)?

Knowing Holding

Grahanam (2 Meanings)

• Atma when it reflects on body – mind complex is viewed as Sakshi.

• Imagine Atma like your original face – Reflection is in the mind mirror.

• You can relate to Atma only as Sakshi in a medium.

• What you speak of has origin in thought form.

• Vritti gives shape to power of speech.
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• Power is magnified through voice box as words.

• All thoughts have origin in perception.

• Atma is source of all ideation.

Example :

• Operate tongs with hands.

• Tongs can’t hold hands which operates them.

b) Vak Buddhi Agochara :

• Vak and thought can’t grasp Atma which is their source.

Taittriya Upanishad :

ConceptualisationPerception through 5 sense 
organs

Mind has 2 powers

Draws inference with Data 
from sense organs
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• What you perceive or conceive is not Atman.

• Ego is the false subject 

• I am the eternal subject, substratum of universe.

c) Mei Eva Grihyatam :

• You need not grasp, know Atman.

d) Sarva Grahopa Sam Shantau :

• It is enough to know what you are not.

• You will ever be the unknown, unknowable reality.

• Being is knowing the truth.

Whence all the speech turns back with the mind without reaching it (The eternal Truth, the
Brahman), He who knows the bliss of eternal truth, the Brahman, fears not at any time. This
mind is the embodied soul of the Pranamaya. Of this (Pranamaya) the Manomaya is the self.
[2 - 4 - 1]

Being Knowing

Sat Chit

• Pot does not exist outside consciousness of pot.

• Pots existence is in the consciousness.
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• Locus of pot and knowledge of pot is in one place.

• You can’t know the Atma, you can only be the Atma, knowingness.

• Knowing is same as being.

• Neti Neti Iti Adyeshaha.. I am not this, that

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

The form of that ‘being’ is as follows: Like a cloth dyed with turmeric, or like grey sheep’s wool,
or like the (scarlet) insect called Indragopa, or like a tongue of fire, or like a white lotus, or like
a flash of lightning. He who knows it as such attains splendour like a flash of lightning. Now
therefore the description (of Brahman): ‘Not this, not this.’ Because there is no other and more
appropriate description than this ‘Not this.’ Now Its name: ‘The Truth of truth.’ The vital force
is truth, and It is the Truth of that. [2 - 3 - 6]
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• Atma described as total negation, when all the process of knowing (5 senses organs + 
Mind) comes to an end.

e) Svayam Eva Avasishyate :

• What remains is Atma.

• Secret of Vedanta :

Understand all paradoxes correctly.

Gita :

All this world (universe) is pervaded by Me in My unmanifest form (aspect); all beings exist in
Me, but I do not dwell in them. [Chapter 9 – Verse 4]
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Nor do beings exist (in reality) in Me, behold My divine Yoga supporting all beings, but not
dwelling in them, I am My Self, the efficient cause of all beings. [Chapter 9 – Verse 5]

All actions are performed, in all cases, merely by the qualities in nature (gunas). He, whose 
mind is deluded by egoism, thinks I am the doer. [Chapter 3 – Verse 27]

But he, who knows the Truth, O mighty-armed, about the divisions of the qualities and (their)
functions, and he, who knows that gunas as senses move amidst gunas as objects, is not
attached. [Chapter 3 – Verse 28]
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The fourfold caste, has been created by Me, according to the differentiation of guna and 
Karma; though I am the author thereof, know Me as non-doer and immutable. 
[Chapter 4 – Verse 13]

He, who recognises inaction in action and action in inaction is wise among men; he is a yogi 
and a true performer of all actions. [Chapter 4 – Verse 18]

• Atma is uncaused, unrelated, independent.

• Atma not Shunyam, it is really realizable. 
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Chandogya Upanishad :

ParaApara

Knowledge 

- What you can know 
through 5 senses + mind

- Not known
- Can be realise as self.

Name is the Ṛg Veda, the Yajur Veda, the Sāma Veda, and the fourth—the Atharva Veda; then
the fifth—history and the Purāṇas; also, grammar, funeral rites, mathematics, the science of
omens, the science of underground resources, logic, moral science, astrology, Vedic
knowledge, the science of the elements, archery, astronomy, the science relating to snakes,
plus music, dance, and other fine arts. These are only names. Worship name. [7 - 1 - 4]
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• If I am human, world appears as human.

• I am Sakshi w.r.t. every object known.

• Manushya – Prathama Adhyasa.

• I am life, being, existence absolute in which world. Appears and disappears.

• Only remove layers of clouds covering the sun… Atma..
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Verse 25 :

Since Atman is self-luminous in its nature, its existence needs no proof. If you need to be
convinced that the existence of Atman needs no proof, hear the instruction of the Sruti from a
spiritual teacher. [Chapter 10 - Verse 25]

• Atman is self – luminous in its nature.

• Hear instruction of Sruti from a spiritual Guru.

• In silence, when knowing process has ended, you yourself remain as non-knowing 
principle.

• Non knowing you, without knowers status, you in silence are the Sakshi.

• Nobody says, during silence, I am non existent.

• Whatever is accepted, without requiring proof is called Svayam Prakasha.

Example :

• If I am not there in a room, I can’t talk of emptiness in the Room.

• If I am not there as Sakshi in sleep, I can’t talk about silence on waking.

• My existence is self evident in silence.
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• No Pramanam is required.

• In sleep, Triputi resolved.

• I am there as witness of silence.

• That I – is different from Triputi, it is known only from Shastra.

• It has to be only claimed as Brahman, my Svarupam.

• “Aham Brahma Asmi”

• Aham Satchit Ananda Svarupa Asmi.

ExternalInternal

Means of knowledge

Pramana

- Spoken words of 
Sruti, Shabda 
Pramanam

InferencePerception

- Anumanam
- By Antahkaranam

- Pratyaksham
- 5 Sense organs

• Anumana, Arthapatti, Anupalabdhi are inferences.
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• Atma not known by perception, inference.

a) Mana Apeksha :

• Laukika words can’t describe Atman.

b) Na Tatra Mana Apeksha Asti :

• To know objects, need Pramana.

• Being = Knowing = Self.

c) Svaprakashe Svarupataha :

• It is self evident existence.

• Aham Asmi, Sada Bami.

d) Tatruk Yutpatya Apeksha Chet Sruti Patha Guro Mukhat :

• Svata Siddham, timeless, spaceless, shines.

• There is only one.

• Direct knowledge in the world – Atma.

• I know, I am.

• Atma is Aprameya, not available or Pramanas.

• Sruti only negates Layers of ignorance.

Example :

• Only remove dust from mirror.
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• Polish Sandalwood to get the fragrance.

• Atma alone shines… everything else Anubhati.. Shines after…

• You stop searching for happiness, you will be happy.

• Study Sruti from a Guru, another sentient being.

• Sit with open mind, not for judging the Guru or Shastra.

• All definitions of self, centre around the ego.

• Purpose of Sraddha is to neutralize the ego.

• Abhimana Vikshepa Shanti = Sraddha.

• When ego is not there, mind sees.

• Mind, Sattva Guna Pradhana, its nature is to know.

• Keep mind open, without wall of ego, then you will gain insight automatically.

• Sruti is a Pramana to eliminate all misconceptions about Atma.
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Verse 26 :

If you find the renunciation of all Perceptible duality impossible, reflect on the intellect and
realise the witness Consciousness as the one witness of all internal and External creations of
the intellect. [Chapter 10 - Verse 26]

- Realise witness 
consciousness, Sakshi of 
all internal external 
creations of the Buddhi.

- Renounce perceptible 
duality

Two methods to realise Sakshi

Sruti :

• I who obtains in silence is Sakshi, my intrinsic nature.

• When I make use of the mind, I am Pramata, waker, dreamer.
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• If you can’t drop mental operation by practicing Samadhi, silence, use your analytical 
capacity, study Anubhava in Avastha Trayam.

• Study in Jagrat → I am Sakshi only in Sushupti.

• I am reflected consciousness in Jagrat, Svapna = Waker I, Dreamer I.

• Chandogya Upanishad – 8th Chapter – Prajapati Vidya.

• Brihadaranyaka Upanishad – Chapter 2 – 1st Section.

• As Sakshi, I am Brahman.

• Take shelter in your Analysing capacity. 

• If I am not male, human, person, who am I?

• Universal power, Sakshi.

Sakshi Anubhava Pramata 

2 modes 

- In Vyavahara, unreal nature
- Mind Dynamic
- Inside body
- Incidental
- Waker, dreamer 

- In silence
- Inside + Outside body
- Cognitively understood
- Intrinsic, real nature
- Sakshi of Sleeper status of 

mind.
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Example :

• When mind blows through Bamboo with holes (Dug by insects), there is natural flute 
music in the forest.

• Faculties in the Upadhi – Body, Mind, medium become alive when the universal 
eternal power gets reflected in them.

• Mind manifests, resolves according to law of Karma (Prarabdam).

a) Sarva Graha Tyage :

• I don’t hold to any conception about myself.

• I am not born, or going to die… mental conceptions..

b) Dheerah :

• Courageous person.

• Viveki

• Liberated here and now.

c) Sarva Graha Tyaga Ashakyaha :

• If you find it difficult to rise above definitions of yourself.

• Mind thinks - male gender is intrinsic.

• In sense organs, emotions, thoughts, ego, Atma, Panchabutas there is no gender but 
we take gender to be intrinsic.

• If you give up all definitions, you are liberated here and now.
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d) Tarhi Buddau Sharanam Anvitcha :

• Take refuge in Buddhi.

Gita :

Far lower than the yoga of wisdom is action, O Dhananjaya. Seek thou refuge in wisdom;
wretched are they whose motive is the fruit. [Chapter 2 – Verse 49]

• Karmas can’t liberate you, will purify the mind, if performed with right attitude.

e) Antar Bahir Va Eshaha Anubuyatam :

• Use power of intellect to Discriminate 3 states of consciousness.

Katho Upanishad :

This Atman hidden in all beings reveals (itself) not (to all), but is seen (only) by Seers of the 
subtle through sharp and subtle intellect. [1 - 3 - 12]
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• Do not allow mind to cover up the truth.

• Train the mind, Dhiyam Sharanam Vrja.

• As Sattvic mind gets illuminated by Study of Shastras, it becomes transparent.

- Opaque 
- Ignorant
- Tamasic
- Waste

- Transparent
- Sattvic
- Received Atma Jnanam
- Mind purified by 

understanding

Mind

• Antaha, Bahihi division is caused by senses and ignorant mind.

• Discover Atman, Ishvara within and without.

• Close eyes, see within, open eyes see without.

• See within faculty of intellection (Jagrat – Svapna).

• Without faculty… in Sushupti.

• In both cases it is faculty.

• What is looking?

Sakshi – I, pure Chaitanyam.
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Keno Upanishad :

• There is a power of Atma reflected in the eyes, therefore, there is eyesight.

Preceptor : It is the Ear of the Ear, the Mind of the Mind, the Tongue of the Tongue
(Speech of the Speech) and also the Life of the Life and the Eye of the Eye. Having abandoned
the sense of Self or I-ness in these and rising above sense-life, the wise become Immortal.
[Chapter 1 - Verse 2]

Bulb glows Mind thinks

With electricity When Ishvara reflects in it

• Within, without, it is all – one power of Chaitanyam alone, Advaitam, Atma.

- Without
- Sun, Moon, Stars, 5 

elements

- Within
- Mind, sense organs 

Power of Awareness
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• See glory of Vishwarupa Ishvara…

• Universal power makes my heart throb, makes my intellect think.

• Moment you are identified with it, you are no more a Sakshi, you have resolved with it, 
Brahman.

• Witnessing is the intermediary stage.

• Final step of liberation is in Ishvaras hands…

That is Whole, this is Whole ; from the Whole, the Whole becomes manifest. From the Whole, when the Whole is
negated, what remains is again the Whole.
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Panchadasi Chapter 10

Nataka Deepa Prakaranam

24 Verses – 5 Topics

(I)

- Necessity of enquiry
- Verse 1 – 5 

(II)

- 5 Constituents of 
transactions

- Verse 6 – 16 

(III)

- Nrityashala
- Verse 11 – 15 

(IV)

- Avyavaharyam unique 
feature of Sakshi

- Verse 16 – 23 

(V)

- How to realise
“I am Sakshi”

- Verse 24 – 26 
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Summary

Chapter 10 - Panchadasi 

Nataka Deepaka Prakaranam

26 Verses – 5 Topics

1) Topic I : Verse 1 – 5 

a) Neccissity of enquiry 

Divides itself into 

Jiva Jagat Ishvara

Brahman – Paramartika 
Satyam with Maya

Jiva Experiences

Waking Dream Sleep
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Jiva – operates as

Pramata Pramanam Prameyam

b) Brahman undergoes seeming change, no real change.

• Product = Lower reality = Vyavaharika Satyam = Mithya.

c) Brahman enters Jiva as Sakshi to lend support to experiences

d) Sakshi + Ishvara 

Adhishtana Satta, Pure Existence

e) Jagat, Inert, no Samsara

• Ishvara, has no Avarna Shakti of Maya, knows 3 Satyams, no samsara.

f) 

- Vikshepa Shakti- Avarna Shakti of Maya
- Covers real nature as 

Brahman
- Vyavaharikam misunderstood as 

Paramartikam, ultimate reality

Jiva trapped

• In Samsara
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g) Solution to Samsara :

• Can’t change body, mind, Jagat.

• Introduces Paramartika status of Jiva.

• How to drop Vyavaharikam and wake up to Paramartikam, is subject matter of 
Panchadasi Chapter 10.

Brahma Sutra :

Dream Waking

- Known as dream when you have 
Jnanam of waker

- Known as Mithya when you have 
Jnanam of Turiyam Brahman.

Method

Enquire Prepare Mind Realise
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2nd Topic : Verse 6 – 10

5 Constituents of Transactions 

Pramata Sakshi / BrahmanPrameyamPramanam Vritti

Knower Witness SatyamObject of 
knowledge

Knowing 
instrument

Process of 
knowing

4 Inert

Brahman 4 Factors

- Sakshi
- Sentient

- Products of Maya, 
Moola Avidya

- Inert

• Brahman has entered Vyavaharika Prapancha as Sakshi (Reflected Consciousness).

a) Pramata (Knower) :

• One part of mind, Ahamkara, subtle body.

Sentient 
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• Ahamkara – I – notion only when mind is there.

• Mind is Jadam.

b) Pramanam :

• Buddhi, part of mind, subtle body.

• Thoughts rise in Buddhi

• Serves as link between Pramata + Prameyam through Vritti.

c) Prameyam :

• Objects in creation.

• Shabda, Sparsha, Rupa, Rasah, Gandah.

• Made  of gross 5 elements.

- Resolved
- Pramata Gone
- Knower gone

- Active
- Pramata, Appearance
- Knower present 

Mind (Knower)

• Mind + Chidabhasa = Pramata 

= Knower in the Body – Mind complex 

= Jiva is lower nature

• Jivas higher nature, Sakshi, Brahman.
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d) Process of knowing – Vritti :

5 Indriyas - Vrittis

Shabda GandhaRupaSparsha Rasah

Vritti process assisted by

Sakshi consciousness 
principle

Vrittis generated in 
Mind

When Sense organs
↓

Contact sense objects

Illumines

Stimuli

• How knowing happens?

• 4 factors are inert, can’t reveal own or others existence.

Clip Lamp Body – Mind Sakshi

- Can’t reveal itself - Reveals itself - Can’t reveal - Reveals itself and 
other instruments

- Pure existence 
consciousness, bliss

Mind responds to 
Universe through 

Reach the 
Mind in 
form in 

Vritti
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• 4 are designed to function with Chetana Tatvam, Sakshi.

• Sakshi reveals all 4 simultaneously – Yugapat (Sarva Prakashakam), like sunlight, 
moonlight illumines everything uniformly.

• By mere presence, Sakshi illumines, changelessly.

Pramata :

• Only Channelizer

• Not independent knower

Example : 

• Tap channelizes water from Tank.

IndirectlyDirectly

Sakshi illumines 

- Prameyam
(Through Pramata, 
Pramana Vritti)

- Pramanam
- Pramata
- Vritti
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Katho Upanishad :

• For Jnana Vyapara, all 5 are required.

The sun does not shine there, nor does the moon, nor do the stars, nor the lightnings and 
much less this fire. When He shines, everything shines after him ; by His light, all these shine.  
[II – II – 15]

4 belongs to Bakti

Sakshi

- Purusha, Brahman
- Niravayavam, 

Nishkalam, Achalam
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3rd Topic : Verses 11 – 15

• Drishtanta – Nrityashala example.

I) Pramata :

• King – controller – ahamkara one part of mind.

II) Pramanam :

• Dancing girl – Buddhi with Vrittis.

III) Prameyam :

• Audience – Sense objects.

IV) Vritti :

• Orchestra 5 sense organs – assist Vrittis.

V) Sakshi :

• Theater lamp – revealor.

King Ahamkara

- Audience
- Come together because of 

dancers program

- Sense objects
- Come together because of 

Buddhi Vrittis rigorous 
movement 
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4 features of Light / Sakshi :

• Uniform, simultaneous, changeless, all pervading illuminator.

• Sakshi = Light.

Mundak Upanishad :

Lamp Sakshi

- Reveals king, audience, dancer - Reveals Ahamkara (Mind), 
Buddhi, Sense objects.

Bright, existing very close, moving in the cavity of the heart; great and the support of all; In 
Him is all the Universe centered round : what moves, breathes and winks. Know it which is 
both with from and without form, the most adorable, the highest of beings, the One beyond 
the understanding of creatures. [II – II – 1]
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Luminous, subtler than even the subtler than even the subtlest, that imperishable Brahman 
alone is the abode of the world and all its inhabitants. He is life, speech, mind, reality, 
immortality. That is the mark (goal) which should be penetrated by the mind. Penetrate it, O 
my friend. [II – II – 2]

AbsencePresence 

In lights 

No dance programDance Program exists 

Reflected AbsenceReflected Presence 

In Sakshi’s

- Sushupti
- No Vyavahara

- Jagrat, Svapna
- Vyavahara
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4th Topic :

Feature Avyavaharyam – unique feature of Sakshi : Verse 16 – 23.

I) Sakshi does not have active, passive state (Nirvikara)

• Sakshi does not move from one place to another (Achala).

• No Vritti Vyapti, Phala Vyapti Bahir, Antar Gamanam.

II) Transactions end when active participants get tired and are resolved.

• Concept of me, space – time exists only as part of transactional world.

• When transactions end, space – time ends, function of Chidabhasa + Mind.

• 4 factors lie in unmanifest condition in Sakshi.

• Sakshi at that time not available for any description, perception, location.

• Can’t say, here, there, everywhere.

• Sakshi is Avyavaharyam, beyond thought, word, location, Desha, Kala, Vyavahara 
Ateeta.
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5th Topic :

How to realise I am Sakshi? 

Verse 24 – 26 :

Sishya :

• How to know Sakshi?

Guru :

• You can’t

Sishya :

• Disappointed, think - Sakshi is a bluff because I can’t know Sakshi.

Guru :

• You can’t know Sakshi 

• You can’t say Sakshi is nonexistent because you are Sakshi.

Sishya :

• How do you say I am Sakshi?

• I am Pramata experiencing the world.

Guru :

• You are Sakshi but temporarily enjoying status of Pramata because of your 
identification with the mind in Jagrat and Svapna.
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• Drop your Pramata, knower status and claim your Sakshi status here and now.

• Holding on to Pramata status, don’t try to know the Sakshi.

• Dropping the Pramata status, be the Sakshi.

Sishya :

• How to drop Pramata status?

Guru :

Active you Silent you

- Is Pramata
- Has knowing process

- Is Sakshi
- Knowing process dropped 

mentally, sensorily not physically.
- Remember, your status in the 

sleep state.

Sishya :

• When I am silent, I am Sakshi – how do I know?

• Who reveals Sakshi in silence.

Guru :

• Silent Sakshi need not be revealed, it is self evident.

• Svata Prakashaha, Svata Pramanam, does not need proof.
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Sakshi Definition :

• What is self evident without requiring proof is Sakshi.

• When I am silent, I am there, does not require proof.

• All of us experience in sleep everyday.

Sishya :

• Final question

• I am not able to drop the knowing process and remain silent or go to Samadhi Avastha.

• How can I remain as Sakshi?

Guru :

• Natural silence given by God daily to experience.

• Through Avastha Traya Viveka, may you claim – “I am Sakshi” obtaining in Sushupti.

• You can only claim in Jagrat Avastha.

• In Jagrat, I am Sakshi with an overcoat of Pramata – Ahamkara – Ego I.

• I temporarily put on the coat for Vyavahara – transactions.

• I am Sakshi all the time.

• I put on knower status temporarily.

• Claim Sakshi, the original nature, by Avastha Traya Viveka, which belongs to the mind.

• I am all the time Sakshi only.

• Have full Sraddha in the Revealation of Sruti.
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• When silence happens in daily sleep, I remain as Sakshi, I was not aware before, now I 
am aware.

• I am Paramartika Satya Sakshi, supporting and revealing Vyavaharika Satyam Pramata.

• Claim I am Sakshi and enjoy Jeeva Mukta Status here and now.

• In transactions don’t say – I am Sakshi – Transact as Pramata.

• Understanding, I am Sakshi with Pramata coat, is the essence of 10th chapter –
Panchadasi.

Sishya :

• Does Namaskaram and leaves Guru with the heart filled with gratitude and joy.
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Panchadasi - Chapter 10

Topic I : Why should we enquire – Verse 1 to 5 

Verse No. Sub Heading Details

1 What is creation - Technical, Theory of knowledge
- Elaboration of Dakshinamurti Stotram – 4

Dakshinamurthi Stotram :

(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His
Profound Silence) As the Light of a Great Lamp Situated Inside a Pitcher having Many Holes,
Shine Outwards, similarly, the Knowledge of That Only (i.e. Atman) Throb Outwards through
our Eyes and Other Sense Organs, "I Know", He Alone Shining (i.e Atman), This Entire World
Shines.. Salutations to Him, the Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens This
Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 4]
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Verse No. Sub Heading Details

2 - Upadhis different, hence have deities, 
human, insects, Taratamyam, gradings in 
Bodies

3 - By enquiry Jiva negates Maya Aavarna
Shakti

- Lives happy life with Viskhepa Shakti  
- Liked unfanged cobra

4 - Bandah – Duality
- Moksha – Advaitam, abiding in self.

5 Cause of Bondage - Aviveka of individual and supreme self.
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Verse No. Sub Heading Details

6 - Mind instrument of action not self
- Actions of Mind – Internal, external.

7 Internal Modification :
- I – Aham - Makes one an Agent

External Modification :
- This 
- Reveals external world

8 Cognition of Universe :
- 5 Sense objects
- 5 Sense organs

9 Nature of Sakshi Sakshi Simultaneously Reveals :
- Agent, action, objects

10 Nature of Sakshi Witness like lamp in dancing hall reveals 
knowledge as :

- I see, I hear, I Taste, I touch

Topic 2 : Constituents of transaction – Verse 6 to 10
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Verse No. Summary

11 Dance hall and light Uniform revealation of presence and absence 
by Lamp :

- King
- Audience
- Dancer

12 Nature of Sakshi - Sakshi illumines presence of ego in waking  
and absence of Ego in sleep state  
(I – thought)

- It remains self luminous as ever 

13 Nature of Sakshi - Unchangeable witness functions in the 
intellect.

- By mere presence reveals I thought, body, 
mind, world

14 Hall / Reality comparision - King – Ego 
- Audience – Sense objects
- Dancer – Buddhi
- Musicians – Sense organs
- Light – Witness – Consciousness

15 Nature of Sakshi - Consciousness – Motionless, reveals 
everything, including the mind.

Topic 3 : Lamp of Nritya Shala and Nature of Sakshi – Verse 11 to 15
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Verse No. Summary

16 Nature of Sakshi - Sense objects – Outside body
- Ego – Within body
- Consciousness pervades all, no external, 

internal
- Pramata, Pramanam – Internal
- Prameyam – External

17 - Cause of Samsara 
- Transference of 

motion to Atma.

- Mind within, goes out through sense organs
- Mind is fickle, it is illumined by the 

witness – Consciousness.
- Motion of mind falsely transferred to Sakshi

18 Drishtanta (Example)
- Sunlight compared to 

light of consciousness

- Vedanta deals with false transference of 
Anatma on Atma

Example :
- Sunlight coming through opening in the 

window is motionless.
- Light appear to be dancing if one dances the 

hands in the rays in the window opening
- I am Nitya Mukta Atma, no Sanchita, 

Prarabda
- Create space between I - Atma and the 

mind.

Topic 4 : Sakshi is Avyavaharyam – Verse 16 to 23
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Verse No. Summary

19 Darshtanta (Original) - Sakshi – fixed in its place.
- Neither goes out nor comes within.
- It appears to move owing to the restless 

nature of the Mind.
- 2 modes of mind : Projection and

internalisation.

20 Important Verse 
Time – Space

- Atma has no Desha, Kala, no inside, outside.
- Atma Exists before Desha, Kala.
- No location for Sakshi
- Sakshi shines when Triputi resolved, 

knowledge operation resolved.

21 Space – Example - Mind projects space on waking and resolves 
space in sleep

- Space is all pervasive

22 Sakshi witness of intellect - Sakshi witnesses both internal mind and its 
attributes, external mind and its attributes 

23 Sakshi is illuminator - Sakshi illumines perceptions, and 
imaginations (Projections) of intellect as 
witness.

- Sakshi is beyond grasp of speech and mind.
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Verse No. Summary

24 - When duality of knower (Subject) and
known (Object) comes to an end, Sakshi 
reveals itself because it is self evident.

25 - Sruti is proof for existence of Sakshi and its 
self evident nature

26 - Renounce all duality
- Reflect :

Consciousness is witness of all internal and 
external creations of the intellect.

Topic 5 : How to realise “I am Sakshi” – Verse 24 to 26


